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ABSTRAC T
Based on a diachronical study, this thesis shows how modernisation and extension
interventions in irrigated agriculture, widely advocated to produce more ‘crop per drop’
mediate ongoing power struggles at an institutional and socio-political level in Western
Mexico. It also demonstrates that modernisation of irrigation infrastructure does not
necessarily lead to a reduced importance of lower level field personnel (canaleros) who
continue to play a pivotal role in patterning operational arrangements for water distribution.
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LIST OF AC RONYMS
CNA

Commision National del Agua (National Water Commision)

CNC

Sugarcane producers’ organisation led by Jesus Corrales

CNPR

Sugarcane producers’ organisation led by Juan Gonzales

MD

Margen Derecha, Right bank canal

MI

Margen Izquierda, Left bank canal

PRI

Partido Revolucionario Institucional (Mexican political party)

SAGARPA

Secretaría de Agricultura, Ganadería, Desarrollo Rural, Pesca y
Alimentación de México

WUA

Water Users Association (Asociación de Usuarios)

US

United States of America

GLOSSARY
Assamblea

Meeting

Basura

Waste (typically plastic bags, soda bottles and plant material)

Bombeo

Irrigation scheme fed by pumps

Canalero

WUA employee responsible for water distribution in particular
Zone.

Cañero

Sugarcane producer

Comisión Hidráulico

Hydraulic commission on the federal level

Delegado

Representative

Ejidatario

Land user that has access to land part of an ejido concession

Encargado

Water guard

Equipo (de bombeo)

Used to refer to hybrid organisation of water users that constitute an
irrigation scheme fed by pumps, their management, equipment and
infrastructure.

Hydrante

Water tap connected to tube system to which field level pipes
(multicompuertas) can be connected

Ingenio

Sugar refinery ‘Zugarmex’, located next to the road from Autlán to
El Grullo.

Líder

Leader

Medidor de flujo

Water gauge

Moso

Field labourer
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Multicompuerta

Approximately 5 m of field level pipe from which a plot is irrigated.
The pipes can be joined together to constitute a longer pipe that is
put adjacent to the plot. Every pipe has an adjustable opening every
60 cm.

Pequeño propietario

Private land owner

Pozo profundo

Deep tube well

Ranke

Removable top part of an hydrante by which the latter and the pipes
at field level can be joined. On top of it is a small wheel to alter the
water flow.

Regador

Irrigator that is hired by a farmer. Usually works for several farmers
on different plots in an area.

Toma

Intake

Tubería

Tube network

DRAM ATIS PERSONAE
Chico

Canalero Zone 3

Corona Morales

WUA manager of maintenance

Elias

Encargado of equipo de bombeo ‘Lagunillas’

Fernando

Encargado of equipo de bombeo ‘Lagunillas’

Hector Villanueva

Owner of the Zugarmex refinery, investor and architect.

Engineer Rosas

Former head of the CNA District 094, El Grullo. Current head of
the Lerma-Santiago-Pacífico watershed .

Jesus Corrales

Leader of the CNC, treasurer of current WUA board

Joaquin Cardenas

Former head of the CNA District 094, El Grullo. Current head of
the CNA District 013, Guadalajara

Jose Gonzales

Leader of the CNPR, former secretary of the WUA board (19911995)

Jose Gutierrez

Cañero, delegado in WUA board

Juan Jose Garcia

WUA president

Luís Velasco

Initiator and president of equipo de bombeo ‘Autlán’

Pancho

Canalero zone 4

Ramon Ruiz

WUA manager of operation

Tobias Sevilla

Manager of equipo de bombeo ‘Lagunillas’

Vidal Colmenares

Initiator of equipo de bombeo ‘Lagunillas’
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of various people that supported me throughout the period I dedicated to this work.
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this thesis. Various people made my stay in Mexico an experience to remember. Ramon and
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Wageningen, November 2009.

1

Literally: under pressure everything becomes fluid, a Dutch saying.
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1 INTROD UC TION
Based on a diachronical study, this thesis shows how modernisation and extension
interventions in irrigated agriculture, widely advocated to produce more ‘crop per drop’ (see
e.g. Molden, 2007), mediate ongoing power struggles at an institutional and socio-political
level in Western Mexico. It also demonstrates that modernisation of irrigation infrastructure
does not necessarily lead to a reduced importance of lower level field personnel (canaleros)
who continue to play a pivotal role in patterning operational arrangements for water
distribution.
From the end of the eighties water management in Mexico has been subject to reforms that
have enabled its transfer to new institutions. Critically acclaimed a success, the Mexican
Irrigation Management Transfer (IMT) model has been turned into an example for other
countries that aim to improve their irrigation management (Rap, 2006). The process and
implications of the management turnover in Western Mexico have thoroughly been studied
as part of two dissertations (Van der Zaag, 1992 and Rap, 2004). This research aims to
examine continuities and discontinuities in water management practices in a medium sized
irrigation scheme in Western Mexico that has been subject to the IMT process. It does so by
contrasting and comparing its findings to research that has been conducted at the end of the
eighties (Van der Zaag, 1992) and beginning of the nineties (Rap, 1993) in the same
irrigation district. This diachronical approach enables an understanding of the longer term
dynamics at play in a particular Mexican irrigation scheme.
The attention of earlier studies has been on the change/ continuation of resource allocation
arrangements in a context of institutional change resulting from the IMT process.
Interestingly, the recently introduced modernisation and extension interventions in the
irrigation scheme offer the opportunity to extend this analysis of continuity and change in
resource allocation arrangements. This study aims to trace how irrigation modernisation and
extension came about and how they structure the water management dynamic in the district.
Special attention is paid to the importance of the practice of the canaleros2 (water guards) in
the operation of the scheme. Studying the modernisation and extension interventions from a
historical perspective proved valuable as it revealed the ongoing struggles and negotiations
over the development and appropriation of the irrigation infrastructure. This shed light on
the manner in and the extent to which various actor-groups, by connecting with irrigation
actor-networks, have managed to establish control over irrigation resources. Hence, the
central question that guides this research is:
‘How do irrigation extension and modernisation interventions change and reproduce the
organisational practices of water distribution in the Autlán- El Grullo valley and how are these
related to the wider institutional and socio-political arrangements?’

1.1 Outline of the thesis
The remainder of this thesis embarks with providing a background to the research (Chapter
2) that comprises a conceptual framework and a problem statement from which the research
objective and the research question are derived. It goes on to provide the methodology of
the study and an introduction to the area in which the study was conducted. Three chapters
2

The Mexican words used in this thesis are printed in italic, for their translation see the Glossary.
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that present he empirical findings are then provided (Chapter 3, 4 and 5). Lastly, a
conclusion is drawn up in Chapter 6.
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2 BAC KG ROUND TO THE RESEARCH
2.1 Introducti on
As the title of this chapter suggests, it aims to provide the backdrop against which the
empirical material gathered by this study, its analysis and conclusions can be understood.
Firstly, I present the objectives of this research, followed by a section that introduces the
reader to various important actors and some general characteristics of the valley in which the
fieldwork has been conducted. Secondly, I provide a conceptual framework and the research
questions of the study. Lastly, I will present a research methodology that describes the
strategic choices that have been made to conduct the study.

2.2 Conceptual Fra mew ork
Introduction
To study the dynamics at play in and around an irrigation scheme in which an intervention
takes place, a sound conceptual framework is needed to define what we are actually looking
at and for. For the approach adopted in this conceptual framework I draw heavily on theories
of structuration (Giddens, 1984), that Orlikowski (1992, 2000) has applied to the study of
technology in organization. Also, I use a particular socio-technical approach to
understanding irrigation that in its turn has been inspired by social construction of
technology (SCOT) (Bijker and Law, 1992) and actor-network theory (ANT) (Law, 1994).
Furthermore, this thesis adopts an actor-oriented approach as developed by Long (e.g. Long
and Long, 1992).
Irrigation schemes and operational arrangements
I understand an irrigation scheme to be a particular socio-technical resource allocation
arrangement3. It is both heterogeneous and emergent. The arrangement entails a network of
heterogeneous actors (e.g. farmers, management staff, irrigation infrastructure) that is
patterned to enable a particular flow/ distribution of resources. This patterning or ‘mode of
ordering’ for resource allocation is understood to be ‘in the making’; being pursued and
contested (Law, 1994). The allocation of resources is understood to be a hybrid affair that is
achieved in active mediation between humans, technology and (other) resources. With this
approach I try to avoid what have been called ‘deterministic’ approaches to irrigation that
explain irrigation practice from a social, technical or physical/ natural perspective. Hence, I
want to depict irrigation modernisation and extension, the subject matter of this research,
within this web of relations.
It needs to be noted that this research will focus specifically on the operational arrangements
for the distribution of water within the irrigation scheme. Van der Zaag et al. (2001) define
operational arrangements (which they label ‘water networks’) as ‘the host of physical
devices, monetary resources, legal documents and human actors that a farmer would have to
enrol to obtain access to water from the main system level for his crop’ (cited in Rap
2004:18). This definition centres the farmer as the operating actor that enrols other actors to
3

The notion of arrangement is used to stress the process of the aligning of resources, it also hints at the idea that it could be
(or have been) arranged differently.
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satisfy his purposes. However, this research investigates how multiple actors (aim to)
strategically enrol this host of players, perhaps for different purposes. The scope of
investigations will be limited to water distribution since I will not be able to thoroughly study
the maintenance and administration involved in the operational arrangements. One of the
pivotal actors around which the analysis centres, will be the canalero since this allows for
comparison with earlier studies that took a similar approach (Van der Zaag, 1992 and Rap,
2004). That the previously described ideas are not a new way of conceptualizing the
development and change of technologies can be made clear by quoting Bijker and Law
(1992), who argue that their view on the shaping of technologies and how they ‘firm up’
leads them to what they call ‘the heart of social and political theory’: ‘how is it that actors
(people, organisations) are both shaped by, but yet help to shape, the context in or with
which they are recursively implicated?’
Agency, structuration and technology
The manner in which this research conceptualizes the aforementioned problem is through
the appreciation of both the agency as well as the structuring effects of networks of actors.
Agency
According to Long (2001:240-1) ‘Agency refers to the knowledgability, capability and social
embeddedness associated with acts of doing (and reflecting) that impact upon or shape
one’s own and others’ actions and interpretations. Agency is usually recognized ex post
through its acknowledged or presumed effects. Persons or networks have agency. In
addition, they may attribute agency to various objects and ideas, which, in turn, can shape
actors’ perceptions of what is possible. Agency is composed, therefore, of a complex mix of
social, cultural and material effects.’ Agency thus appreciates the manner in which actors
‘may do things differently’.
Structuration
Giddens (1984) has ‘combined’ this notion of agency with the concept of structure. The
latter he understands to comprise rules and resources. He did so by means of what he has
called ‘duality of structure’ or ‘structuration’. That is, he forwards the idea that ‘the structural
properties of social systems are both the medium and the outcome of the practices that
constitute those systems’ (ibid). A socio-technical approach to the ordering processes of
resource allocation arrangements thus understands these arrangements as both ‘outcome’
and ‘medium’. That is, they are recursively produced through the (everyday) organising
practices of different interrelating actors. Law (1994) states that the process of structuration
is not externally driven. Rather, particular arrangements drive themselves through the
practices of the interacting heterogeneous actors they are composed of. The practices of
these actors are structured by the existing arrangements while they also look for room for
manoeuvre to make different arrangements that work for their benefits4. Hence, studying the
evolvement of water allocation arrangements in the context of institutional and
technological change will benefit from a combination of studying history and contemporary
practices.
Structuration and technology
4

It should be noted that the notion of actors’ benefits should not be reduced to purely rational choices for economic/ social
gain.
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This research understands technology to be a heterogeneous composite of rules and
resources and thus subjected to the dynamic of structuration that was described before. It is
therefore that we can conceptualise technologies as an effect of ordering processes (Law,
1994), recognizing that ‘they might have been otherwise’ (Bijker and Law, 1992:3), while at
the same time appreciate the structuring effects of technology through ‘technological
mediation’ (Akrich and Latour (1992). That is, ‘artefacts ... help to shape human actions,
interpretations and decisions, which would have been different without the artefact.
Orlikowski (2000)5 argues that a structuration view of technology use highlights that
technology structures are emergent rather than embodied. That is, only when they are
mobilized in the enactment of recurring social practices, the rules and resources that are
shaped through the interaction with users have structuring effects. For example, irrigation
technology artefacts that are not being mobilized in actors’ practices6 do not structure their
conduct. Technological change is thus understood both as affected by and contributing to
processes of socio-technical ordering. The introduction of new technologies in an irrigation
scheme may therefore offer opportunities to see the struggle over access to and control over
resources become articulated in the development and appropriation7 of this technology.
Technology, contestation appropriation and resource control
Bolding (2004) following Mackay and Gillespie (1992) notes that ANT as well as SCOT
approaches to technology fail to account for the contested use of technology, something
which he argues to be a central feature of irrigation schemes in which users oftentimes
‘rework and reshape (parts of) the object to suit their own purposes’. Similarly, Orlikowsi
(2000:465-6) argues that the proposition ‘that technologies become “stabilized” neglects the
empirical evidence that people can (and do) redefine and modify the meaning, properties
and applications of technology after development’. Bolding (2004) notes that the softness of
the boundaries set by much irrigation technology only allows for a certain amount of control
over the arrangement of (water) resources by means of hardware technologies. Van der Zaag
(1992) provides a vivid description of the canalero’s dilemma that arises from the room for
manoeuvre that is implicated within the boundaries set by the flexible irrigation
infrastructure.
Because of the softness of its boundaries, irrigation technology should be understood as one
of the dimensions of control over irrigation resources (Bolding et al., 1995). The
introduction of irrigation technologies could be conceptualized as a form of ‘materialized
governmentality (technologies of government)’ and part of a heterogonous set of physical,
managerial and socio-political forms of control over resources, technology and actors
5

I would like to thank Arjan Zegwaard for pointing me to the work of Orlikowski.
The mobilization of technological artifacts is to be understood in broader terms than through its direct link to resource
allocation. As Rap (2004:19) shows, technological artifacts such as cars may serve various performances. When we apply
this insight to our case of the introduction of ‘modern’ irrigation technology, we could for instance find that it serves its
initiators to show others that irrigated agriculture is a highly modern enterprise hence ‘to be respected’. Or even show that
‘inefficient’ use of water is being targeted through these artifacts and hence the irrigation scheme should receive the water
they ask for. Still, it may thus structure resource allocation ‘through a back door’, that is, in a far less direct manner.
7
Because of the emergent character of technology structures, Orlikowki (2000) prefers not to use the term ‘appropriation’
to describe the interaction between actors and technology structures. She therefore proposes the term ‘technology-inpractice’, which I understand to closely resemble Bolding (2004)’s ‘technology-in-use’. It needs to be noted that while the
emergent character of computer software (that her research deals with) is evident, it is believed that irrigation technologies
offer less possibilities to mobilize certain properties of the technology while refraining from others. Still, the use of the term
‘appropriation’ in the way I use it, offers ample room to appreciate the interactional manner in which technology structures
are recursively implicated.
6
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(Bolding, 2004). It should be noted that control over irrigation resources is not confined to
the irrigation scheme8 itself. As (Rap, 2004) shows, different groups of actors seek control
over irrigation resources to mobilize these in wider institutional and socio-political arenas.
Hence, it is expected that the recursive process of technological change in the irrigation
scheme is also recursively implicated within and through these wider structures. To
understand the control over irrigation resources exerted in the Western Mexican context
Rap (2004, 2007) points at the importance of cultural performance, ‘the dramatic enactment
of specific cultural significant acts’, for the modalities by which actors seek control over
resources. De Vries (2002) shows that in this context, ‘vanishing mediators’ and their
cultural performance and imaginary sustain a particular form of domination and control over
resources that masks the absence of governmental control. Nuijten (1992) points at
personalized relationships that have to be developed in a context in which state agencies seek
to benefit from keeping things vague.
In order to study the appropriation of irrigation technology by its users/ managers, Bolding
(2004) proposes the following concepts: ‘counter discourses’, which he understands as
‘discursive practices that may emerge as intervention-coping strategies’ and ‘strategies of
(re) appropriation’ that seek to construct ‘alternative modes of organisation’ and the active
re-alignment of constitutive elements of the resource allocation arrangement’. Apart from
looking at the appropriation of technologies by its ‘direct users’, the wider socio-political
appropriation of irrigation technologies should be taken into account. As De Vries (2002)
and Rap (2004) show, the resources and opportunities offered by an irrigation scheme are
subject to struggle among different groups who strategically seek control over these
resources and draw upon them for the proliferation of their groups’ interests. Finally, it is
important to study the possible multiple performances of irrigation artefacts (ibid: 3). That
is, I will investigate how different actor-groups mobilize these technologies for particular
purposes apart from achieving (direct) control over resource allocation.
Interventions
Long and Van der Ploeg (1989:226) propose to view intervention as ‘a ‘multiple reality’
made up of differing cultural perceptions and social interests, and constituted by the ongoing
social and political struggles that take place between the social actors involved.’ Different
from understanding interventions along the lines of subsequent phases of policy
formulation, implementation and outcome-evaluation they point at the fact that
reinterpretation or transformation of policy occur during the implementation process. In
line with this argument, Rap et al. (2004) and Rap and Wester (2008) stress the ‘making’ or
‘articulation’ of a policy package that takes shape as a result of the struggles and negotiations
among policy actors with different interests.
Long and van der Ploeg therefore argue that ‘a central problem for analysis is to understand
the processes by which interventions enter the life-worlds of the individuals and groups
affected and thus come to form part of the resources and constraints of the social strategies
they develop. In this way so-called external factors become ‘internalised’ and come to mean
different things to different interest groups or to the different individual actors involved,
8

Understanding an irrigation scheme as a particular socio-technical resources arrangement already refrains from an
approach that a priori distinguishes between in- and outside of a more or less closed system and leaves ample room to map
relations in somewhat wider socio-political arenas and how these recursively interrelate.
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whether they be implementers, clients or bystanders’ (1989:228). On top of seeing
interventions as comprising material and organisational inputs they involve a ‘trade in
images that seeks to redefine the nature of state-peasant relations’ (ibid:231). In the case of
the irrigation scheme under study, a redefinition of relations is sought perhaps not only
between farmers and the state, but may be about various other relations between farmers,
intermediary organisations (such as the sugarcane producers’ organisations and the WUA)
and businesses such as the sugar refinery. Also, the relation between the WUA and the CNA
may be subject to redefinition as a result of the intervention process. Appreciating the
ongoing social and political struggles between various actor(groups) also allows for the
recognition that interventions never ‘stand alone’ in time and space (ibid). They follow up
on previous intervention attempts and influence the shape of new ones. In this respect it is
deemed interesting to see how the rearrangements that have occurred in response to the
IMT process recursively shape the more recent interventions.
Organising practices
In order to study the operational arrangements in the Autlán-El Grullo irrigation scheme,
this study focuses on the everyday organisational practices of actors. This ‘practice’ approach
to irrigation management was first mobilised by Van der Zaag (1992) in his study that
covers the same scheme. It befits the previously introduced actor-oriented approach to see
how interventions unfold in the everyday life world of actors. Orlikowski (2000:407) also
proposed a ‘practice lens’ to study the process by which technological artefacts are mobilized
and shape actors’ practices. She argues that this approach ‘accommodates people’s situated
use of dynamic technologies because it makes no assumptions about the stability,
predictability or relative completeness of the technologies. Instead, the focus is on what
structures emerge as people interact recurrently with whatever properties of the technology
are at hand, whether these were built in, added on, modified, or invented on the fly.’ A focus
on practice is also justified when drawing on Foucault’s idea of power as a verb rather than a
noun to be observed in relations of everyday life on a minute level (Foucault, 1975). Control
over irrigation resources is contested and achieved through repetitively exercising power,
that is, acting upon heterogeneous operational arrangements.
Rap (2004) defines organising practices in an irrigation system as ‘the set of socio-technical
practices that organise the access to and control over resources such as water, maintenance
machinery, administrative means and other political and economic resources involved in
irrigation management.’ A focus on practice thus departs from taking for granted the (visual)
representation of organisation of resource allocation through operational rules to see how
these arrangements are shaped on a day-to-day basis. Irrigation management is understood
to be about the allocation of scarce resources by means of the operation, maintenance and
administration of the irrigation scheme. As indicated before, this study will not be able to
fully map all management practices and directs specific attention to the operation of the
scheme. Even more specific, the primary focus of the research leads me to study the practices
and working arrangements of the canalero. According to Rap (ibid:126) these comprise:
water distribution, fee administration and information brokerage.
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2.3 Probl em definition
According to Van der Zaag (1992) and Rap (1993) several actor(group)s/ factions have
managed to reproduce/ recreate power relations in the process of institutional change9.
Because of this, resource allocation arrangements showed a continuity that is remarkable
given the IMT policy discourse that aims to transform water governance and allocation.
They also conclude that the canaleros are a constant (f)actor in this context of change. That
is, although not always uncontested, they have preserved their relative autonomous field of
action, acting as an intermediary between the scheme’s management and its users and
shaping their own working arrangements (Rap, 2004). It is unknown how recent changes in
irrigation technology and extension of the irrigation scheme have recursively reshaped these
power relations and how this pertains to the organising practices that constitute resource
allocation arrangements.

2.4 Objectives
This research aimed:
* To generate an understanding of the functioning of the Autlán-El Grullo irrigation scheme
by studying the interrelations between its infrastructural network and the socio-institutional
and wider political arrangements over the last two decades.
* To enable the researcher to gain experience in doing ethnographic fieldwork in a medium
sized irrigation scheme in Latin America, therewith broadening his understanding of
irrigation and water management and the web of objectives, meanings, livelihoods and
power relations in and through which they are practiced.
* To enable the researcher to improve his methodological skills (participant observation,
semi-structured interviews) and the meticulous keeping of day reports, analysis and
reflection.
* To enable the researcher to learn how to communicate in Spanish at a reasonable level.
This included mainly speaking, but also reading and writing skills.

2.5 Research questions
Main research question
How do irrigation extension and modernisation interventions change and reproduce the
organisational practices of water distribution in the Autlan- El Grullo valley and how are
these related to wider institutional and socio-political arrangements?

9

It should be made clear that there is not one elite group dominating relations of power in the area and controlling
irrigation resources. Rather, as Rap (pers. comm., 2009) pointed out, the various groups have been struggling for control
with varying success over time. Hence, the (re)production of power relations should be understood as a circular rather than
a linear process. What Van der Zaag (1992) and Rap (1993) show is that the IMT process did not fundamentally alter this
recursion.
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Sub-questions
The sub questions are tailored to guide the analysis for all three empirical chapters.
Canaleros
What role does the canalero play in the continuities and discontinuities that can be identified
in the operational arrangements of water distribution in a context of infrastructural
modernisation?
Irrigation extension
How are operational arrangements involved in acquiring access to water reorganised and
sustained with the introduction of pump and drip irrigation, how does this redefine the
hydraulic boundaries and units of an irrigation organisation, and how does this pertain to
wider institutional and socio-political arrangements?
Modernisation
How do irrigation modernisation projects recursively shape operational arrangements in the
irrigation scheme and what role do these projects play in wider institutional and sociopolitical arrangements?

2.6 Methodology
In order to be able to provide a satisfactory answer to the research questions a proper
research strategy was vital. This strategy entailed the selection of methodological devices
that befit the theoretical underpinning of the study. This section introduces the broader
outline of this strategy. Furthermore, each of the three chapters that provide the empirical
material introduces the methodological choices that are relevant to the particularities of their
subject matter.
Symmetry and focus?
A leading principle that this thesis aims to adhere to is that of symmetry as coined by Law
(1994). He calls to refrain from the a priori distinction between human actors on the one
hand, and technical or natural objects on the other because, as he argues, dichotomies such
as human/nature/technology do not reside in the nature of things. Therefore, this research
studied technologies, nature and agency as products of ordering. Nonetheless, it did take
several actors and tendencies as central point of analysis. The canaleros (water guards),
extension of the irrigated area and changes in irrigation infrastructure serve as its points of
entry through which it tries to get an insight in the recursive shaping of resource allocation
arrangements that are socio-technical in nature.
The case study
In order to achieve its objective:
‘to generate an understanding of the functioning of the Autlán-El Grullo irrigation scheme by
studying the interrelations between its technological infrastructural network and the socioinstitutional and wider political arrangements over a period of twenty years.’

this research employs a case study method. Punch (1998, cited in Rap 2008) defines a case
study as ‘the study of one case -or a small number of cases- with the objective to develop a
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full understanding of that case, in its natural setting, recognizing its complexity and context.’
Rap (2008) adds that a case study entails a ‘strategy and process of data collection’, while it is
also ‘the product of the enquiry’. Hence, the case study is a means to both gather and present
data to be able to achieve the research objective. The unit of analysis of the study is the
operational arrangements for water distribution in the Autlán El-Grullo irrigation scheme.
The question could be posed as to what the product of a case study brings us in terms of
generalisable knowledge, that is, insights that may offer an understanding of phenomena
outside of the case study. In defence of case studies as a method that can produce
generalisable results Rap (2008) argues that apart from the idea that a case deserves study in
its own right, a case study enables for ‘developing propositions that link concepts or factors
within the case’. The latter can be mobilized for (the study of) other cases and contribute to
the creation of more general knowledge about similar phenomena.
To structure the case study, I selected two canaleros that work along the right bank canal
(MD). This focus enabled me to combine my interest in the canaleros’ praxis with the
examination of the extension projects that are located along the MD. Any significant relation
between the canalero and these extension projects could thus be analysed as well. Moreover,
by the time I selected the two canaleros for analysis of their role in the operational
arrangements for water distribution, the zone of one of the canaleros was subject to the
initiation of an infrastructure modernisation project (tubería). Unfortunately, this project
was postponed till after my stay. This left me with the already constructed tubería projects in
both of the canaleros’ zones for analysis. For the study of the extension projects I selected
two pumping sites along the MD that comprised a considerable amount of land and users.
The first had been developed in the beginning of the 2000s and provided the opportunity of
studying the operational arrangements in this particular irrigation scheme. The second was
being developed when I conducted my fieldwork and this enabled the study of the initiation
process of such a scheme.
Rap (2008) states that a case study allows for the interlocking of various research methods
such as interviews, observation, measurements and archive research. It is understood that
not everything can be explained from the close examination of actors’ everyday organising
practices while conducting irrigation management. As Rap (2004) explains, the study of the
IMT ‘lifecycle’ took him beyond what could be observed directly. Therefore he had to
exchange his device of ethnography for that of interviewing officials and studying policy
related documents. A similar difficulty arose when trying to trace the ‘lifecycle’ of the
extension and modernisation interventions and the newly introduced irrigation
technologies. This too took me beyond what could be observed directly and the actions of
various actors were tracked from written and oral accounts. In order to trace the process in
and by which the interventions took place policy documents were studied and interviews
with policy makers, engineers and higher echelon managers were held. This however, was
not my point of departure. Rather, the study comprised three stages that follow the
methodological line of ‘studying up’.
In the first stage of the research I conducted fieldwork in the more literal sense of the word.
I engaged with farmers, field operators (canaleros), irrigation infrastructure, water, money,
produce and everything else I encountered while ‘following the actors’ (Latour, 1987)
involved in the scheme’s operation (the ‘flow of action’ (Nuijten 2003)) during their
everyday routines in its various parts (car, fields, office). Through this ‘practice lens’ (cf. Van
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der Zaag, 1992), which focused on the interaction of human agents, resources and
technology, it was tried to map the operational arrangements of water distribution. The
practice lens was operated through the use of both participant observation and interviewing
techniques in their nature ranging from un- to semi-structured. Contrasting and combining
data on the actors’ ‘walk and talk’ served to triangulate the gathered information. Also,
prolonged observation prompted me to ask ‘better’ questions, while some oral accounts led
me to conduct observation on issues raised in conversation. Operated in this way, it is
believed that both tools mutually enforced each other. The principal actors in whose
slipstream I investigated the scheme’s operation are the canaleros. As they went about their
daily routines of arranging water distribution, fee administration, information brokerage and
conflict mediation I closely observed their practices and patterns of interaction with the
various other actors (farmers, resources, distribution technologies) involved in the scheme’s
operation.
Trying to work my way up through the irrigation district’s management was the second
stage of the research. In this stage I tried to map the ongoing practices of the actors that
comprise the WUA’s management. This entails both their relations to the daily operation of
the scheme as well as to various other (actor)groups that have an interest in the scheme’s
operation (such as different producer organisations, the WUA delegados, the sugar refinery,
etc.). I did so by means of participant observation and semi-structured interviews and the
study of any available written material they possess regarding operational arrangements in
general or infrastructural interventions in particular. Also, I conducted interviews with
different WUA officials to investigate the role that the organisation (or its constitute actors)
played/ plays in the extension and infrastructural modernisation of the scheme.
In a third stage I conducted semi-structured interviews and studied primary sources
(policy/ programme documents, financial records) to be able to provide a satisfactory
description of the wider institutional and socio-political arrangements and how they pertain
to the operational arrangements and infrastructural developments in the different research
sites. In this stage I also tried to map the process by which interventions took place. That is, I
read project proposals and conducted interviews with officials from different agencies
involved. In this manner I was able to map the various interlocking interests and the
struggles and negotiations that took place over and through the processes of technological
intervention. These efforts served to show how the interventions and other modes of control
over resources interrelate on various levels and provide me with an insight into the various
roles played by regionally operating actors. I chose not to track the origin of the
modernisation intervention all the way in the national political echelons. This would be an
interesting path to travel, but it was clearly beyond the scope of this research.
Ultimately, I contrast and combine my analyses with the work of Van der Zaag (1992) and
Rap (1993) to generate an understanding of changes and continuities in the operational
arrangements that structure the water distribution in the Autlán-El Grullo irrigation
district10.

10

A fourth angle to study the interventions would be to model the hydraulic behaviour of the scheme and
specific infrastructural structures. Unfortunately this research was not able to do so for a lack of experience and
time.
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Reflection on ‘the researcher’ and his methodology
Up to this point one of the most important actors that structured the result of this research
inquiry has hardly been mentioned: the researcher. His social position and identity shaped
the interrelations with the various actors under study more than any researcher would be
willing to comfortably admit if clinging to ‘objectivity’ in the traditional (pre-Latourian)
sense. His interpretations are shaped by much more than what he has tried to elaborate on in
the conceptual framework. Moreover, it was not only he who studied, explained, interpreted.
The double hermeneutics at play facilitated a messy process in which both ‘sides’ mutually
reflected on what was being said and done, thus both influencing the course of action.
Although he tried to be modest in his participation and abstain from deliberately altering
action patterns, he could not pretend himself to be a fly on the wall. Therefore, he tried to be
highly reflective (and modest) about his findings and aimed to find how they are biased and
based on prejudices and not try to write himself out of the stories he tells. A few properties of
the researcher that seem of some importance: he is a twenty five year old male; white,
European, Dutch, highly educated with very limited knowledge of the (Mexican) Spanish
language in specific and Mexican culture in general. He was somewhat clumsy in almost
every way and yet his clumsiness may have been valued very differently by various actors.
An important issue to mention here is that the first actor that introduced me to the irrigation
scheme and life in general in the Autlán- El Grullo valley was Ramon Ruiz, the operational
manager of the WUA. I stayed with his family during the first few weeks of my visit to the
valley. Our frequent encounters gave me the opportunity to quickly familiarise myself with
irrigation matters in the area. Moreover, we had many confidential talks about the system’s
operation and management outside the office that proved valuable for grasping some of the
broader issues at play in the area. Undoubtedly, this has contributed to a particular bias on
which I based my further enquiries. My relation to the man was also known by many of the
other actors I encountered, yet not all of them. This has perhaps led e.g. the canaleros to
behave and talk differently than they would have done if I had not stayed with their boss. Yet,
as will transpire from the description of the canaleros’ praxis, I did have the opportunity to
spend lots of time with them, which I think, contributed to observing them ‘as natural as
possible’.

2.7 Background to the a rea
This paragraph introduces various important (actor)groups and some characteristics of the
valley’s agricultural production. Together, this constitutes the backdrop against which the
subsequent chapters on the canaleros, irrigation extension and modernisation can be read.
Agriculture and irrigation in the valley
Irrigated agriculture in the Autlán- El Grullo valley (see figure 2.1) dates back at least to the
19th century when there were at minimum six irrigation schemes supplying water to irrigate
hacienda lands (Van der Zaag 1992). During the 1960s and 1970s, irrigated agriculture
became the dominant mode of agricultural production with the introduction of a
government irrigation system, fed from a dam (Tacotán, capacity 148 million m3) in the
Ayuquila River and the development of deep wells in the vicinity of Autlán.
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Figure 2.1 Map of the Autlán-El Grullo valley and its irrigation system.
Already with the inauguration of the irrigation system, extending its command area (then
said to be 11,000 ha) was envisioned. Shortly after its completion, plans were developed to
extend the irrigated area to over 19,000 ha by means of pumping stations that would take
water from the main canals (ibid). Van der Zaag (1992) describes how this project started
and came to a standstill when it was conceived that the extended command area was in need
of a larger storage capacity to supply it with enough water. Ironically, the prior feasibility
studies had stated that the capacity of the Tacotan dam was sufficient and that water was
abundant in the area. The second dam (Trigomil, capacity 324 million m3) was completed in
1993, allegedly to supply water to the state of Colima for irrigation purposes (ibid:48). At
present, only the drainage water is conveyed to Colima through the Ayuquila River. During
the second half of the 1990s, extension of the irrigated area took place in the direction of El
Limon (see figure 2.1). From the 21st century onward, pumping schemes have been
developed along the right bank canal to extend the command area of the irrigation system.
The current command area is about 14,850 ha (see Annex I) of which about 11,500 ha are
actually being irrigated. With the two dams at the disposal of the irrigation scheme, there
arguably is a situation of relative water abundance. Nevertheless, various modernisation
projects aiming to improve water efficiency are run in the area (see chapter 5).
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Sugarcane production
An important characteristic of the valley and its irrigation scheme is the prolonged
dominance of sugarcane production. As Van der Zaag (1992) relates, there have been
various ‘booms’ of cultivating other crops such as melons and tomatoes in different parts of
the valley during the second half of the last century. These crops are still produced on some
scale along with crops like maize, fruits trees (predominantly lemon) and vegetables, yet
over the last decades the vast majority of both landowners and users (well over 2,000 cañeros
(sugarcane producers)) have been involved in producing sugarcane (see Table 2.1). WUA
and CNA managers alike expect little change in this picture for the coming years.
Table 2.1 Part of the irrigated area cultivated with sugarcane (Van der Zaag (1992) and WUA
2009).
Season
Irrigated area
Area Sugarcane
Percentage irrigated area
(ha)
cultivation (ha)
cultivated with sugarcane (%)
1987-1988
8.700
6.030
69
1997-1998
10.314
8.159
79
1998-1999
10.198
7.969
78
1999-2000
10.475
8.554
82
2000-2001
10.153
8.879
87
2001-2002
10.606
9.220
87
2002-2003
10.703
9.389
88
2003-2004
11.924
9.771
82
2004-2005
12.000
10.093
84
2005-2006
11.337
9.491
84
2006-2007
12.078
9.958
82
2007-2008
11.176
9.497
85
Source: WUA (2009b)
Sugarcane is produced from a perennial crop that is cultivated for about six to nine years. It is
harvested once per year during the Zafra, a period that stretches from November to June. As
for irrigation, the crop requires monthly irrigation with considerable quantities of water. It is
relatively insensitive to occasional drought and thus makes for a robust and secure crop in
terms of water availability.
The production of sugarcane has been and continues to be an important part of the local
economy. This is illustrated by the saying that El Grullo’s inhabitants use when clouds of
dust and burning remains of the burning practice that accompanies the harvesting if
sugarcane descend in the city. They will refer to the black gold that comes down in their
gardens. When Rap (1993) visited the valley, there where some entrepreneurs that rented
and sustained vast areas on which they cultivated sugarcane. This practice seems to have
been abandoned as larger farmer-entrepreneurs have switched to vegetable and fruit
production and large-scale renting practices were no longer encountered. This suggests that
while sugarcane remains important for many producers in the valley, it is no longer a source
of high profits. This is also illustrated by the case of one of the few large-scale cañeros (70 ha,
private landowner) that was constructing an oven on his terrain for processing his cane to
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derive pilonsillo11 from it. He argued that in this way, he was able to circumvent the refinery
and the deceasing price they offer. Also, it enabled him to use the crop’s terra together with
the manure of his cows to fertilize his soils.
The refinery
The sugar refinery (Ingenio) that procures virtually all the sugarcane produced in the valley is
located alongside the main road that connects Autlán and El Grullo. Its current name is
‘Zugarmex’ and since 2001 it has been part of conglomerate of five refineries and some other
businesses owned by a renowned Mexican architect and investor, Hector Villanueva12.
Before, it used to be government owned (Van der Zaag 1992). It is important to notice that
for about fifteen years the refining capacity of the Ingenio has not been altered. The refinery
has a weather station from which it also provides CNA and WUA with rainfall and
temperature data. In order to discharge the wastewater that is produced in the refining
process, the Ingenio has recently bought about 40ha of land close to the processing plant,
which they irrigate with the water. They used to pay several cañeros on about 200 ha to do so,
yet when the tubería (tube system, see chapter 5) was introduced, it was no longer possible
to irrigate with the contaminated water.
The producers organisations
Two important actors in sugarcane production are the producers’ organisations known as
CNC and CNPR13. These organisations are affiliated with their National counterparts. The
former used to be representing ejidatarios, while the latter was initiated to specifically
support pequeños poprietarios14. Nowadays, this distinction is repealed as both organisations
allow both communal and private landowners in their ranks. The organisations are involved
in harvesting and transporting the sugarcane stems and they provide cañeros with credit,
fertilizers and pesticides. The respective surface harvested by the organisations is 55% for the
CNC and 45% for the CNPR. The former represents a 65% share of the cañeros, the latter
35%. From this figure it becomes apparent that individual cañeros connected to the CNPR
on average have significantly more land at their disposal. Still, there is a strikingly high
amount of smallholders connected to either of the organisations that have surfaces of just a
couple of hectares.
A reason for the lack of concentration of cane production with a lesser amount of large
cañeros is the recurrently mentioned fact that cañeros receive social security through their
membership of one of the producers’ organisations and therefore continue to grow cane
alongside their other incomes. Other people suggest that it also has to do with the fact that
the CNC and CNPR have an interest in a large group of cañeros that is committed to them.
Hence they do all that is within their means to maintain scattered landownership. They can
do so because they e.g. play a role in distributing the rights to grow cane. Each year, a certain
amount of new lands are selected on which a cañero can start to grow cane. As Rap (1993)
11

Prior to the entrance of the ingenio this was a widespread practice among sugarcane growers (Van der Zaag, 1992).
The names used in this thesis are not the real names of the persons mentioned. They have been altered to secure the
privacy of the actors involved.
13
Formerly known as CNPP
14
The distinction between in ejido (communal) and pequeños poprietario (private property) is an important aspect of land
rights in Mexico (see e.g. Nuijten 2003). As a result of a change in the land law, the differences have become less
pronounced. As Nuijten (2003), shows, even prior to this change, in practice the legislation did not prevent ejido land from
being subject to sale and rent.
12
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describes, these rights are distributed mainly along the lines of certain alliances. Officially,
both CNC and CNPR acquire 50% of these rights to become available to their members. It
was rumoured that these rights have also been used to offer to WUA delegados to buy
support for either of the two producers organisations that set sights on controlling the WUA.
Cañeros switch organisation frequently. The refinery’s irrigation supervisor relates that they
do so when they manage to arrange better credit opportunities with either one of the
organisations through offering their cane produce to be harvested and transported. This is
also used to put pressure on one of the organisations to provide even more credit.
The CNC and CNPR leadership has shown stunningly little change over the last two
decades. Although the leadership positions are voted for, both the CNC and the CNPR have
been controlled by the same men. In the case of the CNC, this líder is Jesus Corrales. Over
the last ten years he has been the administration’s secretary-general. Prior to that, he
arranged a straw man to take his place while he went to work for the CNC at the National
level (Rap 1993). Although his leadership has not been uncontested15 he has managed to
regain control over the organisation as his present position as secretary-general suggests.
Jose Gonzales, who also served on the WUA board (Rap, 1993), has led the CNPR for over
twenty years. Interestingly, his brother Juan Gonzales, a former diputado federal16 for the PRI
and current National leader of the CNPR, ran for election for the position of diputado federal
of District 18 by the time I visited the area. Corrales, Jose and Juan Gonzales are affiliated to
the same political party; the PRI. During his 2009-campaign to become diputado federal,
Juan Gonzales also attended a monthly members meeting of the CNC to rally support for his
election. Furthermore, in the monthly meeting of the WUA in May 2009, Corrales
encouraged the delegados to vote for PRI in the upcoming elections. ‘This is a personal issue,
but since the situation in the campo is bad (de la chingada) we should all vote PRI who will
do something about it’. The operational manager of the WUA, who himself is a cañero,
explains to me, while showing me the bill he received from the CNPR, that he beliefs part of
the ‘extra costs’ that they charge him for harvesting and transporting his produce are used by
the organisation to contribute to PRI funds.
Farmers and WUA personnel alike frequently portray the organisations as competitors and
rivals. To their eyes, this is for instance illustrated by the fact that the CNPR stops paying the
water fees of their members in advance to the WUA when the CNC controls the WUA
board (see paragraph 1.2). This creates extra hassle for the WUA management as they will
have to handle all the individual payments and, more importantly, make sure all cañeros
associated to the CNPR do in fact pay their fee. However, it is suggested by some people
from the area that both Corrales and the Gonzales brothers are part of a group that is led by
the Ingenio’s owner, Hectror Villanueva. This group played some role in the extension of the
irrigation system in the direction of Autlán as will be described in chapter 4. That this is not
necessarily a static alignment of powers can be suggested when taking into account the strike
(huelga) against the refinery that both producers’ organisations were involved in at the start
of the 2008/2009 Zafra. The huelga took place over a matter that had to do with the refinery
15

Various people told me that the second man to Corrales by the time Rap (1993) visited the area, Alfredo Corona, who
fulfilled the position of secretary general from 1993 to 1999 has been discredited by Corrales and they presently are in
conflict with each other. Yet, the man still manages to sustain his position as a delegado with the WUA. I went to interview
him but did not manage to gain any information regarding the conflict that others told me about.
16
He was diputado federal, yet did not represent any specific region. This enables him to run for the position again based in
Districto 18 of which the valley is part.
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not selling its stock last year and the low prises that they would offer the cañeros this year
because of market saturation. It was rumoured that this was done deliberately in order to
squeeze out the cañeros.
Suspension
With respect to irrigation, an important feature of the production of cane is the suspensión
(suspension) of irrigation that takes place prior to harvesting the crop. The refinery’s
irrigation supervisor determines the duration of the suspension, together with the
companies’ chemist. In the beginning of the Zafra, suspensions will take longer, about six to
seven weeks, because the soil is still wet and does not dry that quickly. Later in the season,
the suspension times will generally shorten, but this is still dependent on variables like soil
type, microclimate etc. In general, cañeros aim to receive their ultimate irrigation just a few
days prior to the suspensión. This generates a pressure on water availability during these days.
The harvesting schedule is based on chemical analysis conducted by the Ingenio, yet the
producers’ organisations make up the schedule in which they will do the harvesting.
Cultivators of crops other than sugarcane are less abundant in the valley and they lack the
strong representing organisation. It could be suggested that this contributes to a particular
hegemony of sugarcane organisations in the valley. This dominance translates into other
organisations such as WUA as is for instance illustrated by the fact that all its board members
and management personnel are cañeros. Further evidence will transpire from the following
sections.
The Water Users Association (WUA)
As a consequence of the irrigation management turnover policy (IMT), the management of
the irrigation system, which entails its operation, maintenance and administration, has been
transferred to a Water Users Association (WUA). Van der Zaag (1992) describes the
gradual process by which this ‘handing over’ took place. In 1988, a WUA was formed, which
in 1989 took over responsibility for canal maintenance and in 1990 became involved in
water distribution as well. The infrastructure (i.e. the two storage dams and the
infrastructural network) is still owned by the Mexican government and falls under the
responsibility of the CNA. Rap (1993) concludes that despite the administrative change,
there was a striking continuity in various power struggles at play in the valley and the newly
founded organisation for a large part was made up of actors that had been involved in these
struggles themselves and continued to do so. This is reflected in the boards that have
subsequently governed the WUA (see Annex II) that have been affiliated with the CNPR
and CNC respectively17.
With respect to the WUA’s finances, it is striking that over the last decade, almost 100% of
the water fees has been paid. (WUA 2009a) This is certainly not always the case in Mexican
irrigation (see e.g. Rap, 200418). The fact that it is the case in this particular system can be
explained from the fact that the largest share of the fees is paid in advance by the CNC and

17

When the manager of operation listed the WUA boards, he himself pointed at this affiliation and explained that it is the
struggle between the organisations that characterizes both the board and the assembly of the delegados.
18
It was frequently mentioned by CNA and WUA managers that in the other two irrigation systems that fall under the 094
irrigation district, water fees were frequently not paid.
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CNPR, who deduct the amount from the cane yield for every cañero. Annex III shows that
the fees have changed little over the years.
The influence that sugarcane producers’ organisations can exert through their control of the
WUA board becomes apparent from an illustration provided by Ramon (the WUA manager
of operation). When we discussed some particularities about the extension of the irrigation
scheme in the direction of El Limon (see figure 2.1) during the end of the 1990s, he
explained that there is a designated area in which cane can be grown. This area is restricted
because of the limited capacity of the Ingenio to process sugar cane produce. The particular
area in which cane can be cultivated was selected by the WUA in deliberation with the
Ingenio. This was based on certain technical considerations such as the distance to the road
network and the Ingenio, yet as he explains, it was also an area in which members of the CNC
had access to land. Since the WUA board was controlled by the CNC at the time, this
enabled the organisation to take part in the discussion and selection of the area. This
illustration seems typical for the manner in which control over the WUA is utilized by its
board members. As Ramon explains, their position as a board member enables them to
provide certain favours to people from the area that facilitates a reciprocal relationship with
these people. On a more daily basis, there is for instance their control over the WUA
machinery that enables them to provide certain services at low costs. While this type of
service providing is entangled with the control over irrigated agricultural production and the
enhancement of the sugarcane organisations, it is not restricted to it. Ramon went on to
provide the example that when, for instance, somebody’s son is caught by the police for
driving while drunk, this person may call Corrales, who will subsequently call the police
officer that the son be released. Later on, the person may want to sell his irrigated terrain and
inform Corrales about it in return so that the latter can easily acquire more land. Hence it
can be suggested that being a board member of the WUA, among other things, serves to
build a network of relations that enhances the powerbases of certain individuals.
The National Water Commission (CNA)
By the end of the 1980s, the Mexican bureaucracy embarked on what has been termed a ‘neo
liberal’ policy line that, among other things, sought to reduce public expenditure in the
agricultural sector. A major land reform was articulated as a result (see Nuijten 2004), but it
also aimed for the profound rearrangement of Mexico’s water sector. Rap et al. (2004)
mention the creation of the Commission Nacional del Agua (CNA) as a prime example of this
reform. The CNA is present in the Autlán- El Grullo valley in the form of a district office that
is responsible for three modulos (irrigation schemes) in the region (District 094). This office
is subordinate to the CNA at the level of the Lerma-Santiago-Pacífico watershed, which is
based in Guadalajara.
The local CNA office has been headed by various engineers of which Joaquin Cardenas
(presently the head of District 013) and Engineer Rosas (present head of the CNA at
watershed level) are two. As will be shown in chapter 4, these men continue to play an
important role in the scheme’s development.
Some important roles of the local CNA vis-à-vis the irrigation system are their review of the
yearly irrigation plan, their control over the systems headworks and the various projects that
they initiate in the system (see chapter 4 and 5). The long-term plans for the irrigation
system are drawn up every five years under their auspices by a group of former CNA officials.
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The CNA management is present at monthly WUA meetings in which they are actively
involved. Moreover, during the 2000/1 season, when there was little precipitation and the
available water in the dams ran low, it was the local CNA office that decided on irrigating
cane only that year.
It is rumoured that the CNA was also involved in the constitution of the WUA board as
Joaquin Cardenas supported a group of WUA delegados that wanted to replace the current
directive, three years ago. The current WUA board claims that they acted on this by talking
to his boss in Guadalajara (Engineer Rosas) and subsequently he was moved from the area.
It could be argued that this is actually a promotion for Joaquin Cardenas, as he is now
managing a bigger district and is based in Guadalajara, closer to important political
connections. However, many people from the area believe that the current WUA board
influenced this decision. It could be argued that this points at the image that the WUA board
members manage to create of themselves being able to exert their influence in these matters
(cf. De Vries 2002).
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Photo 1 A field of sugarcane is set to fire prior to its harvest.

Photo 2 A plot of sugarcane is being harvested.

Photo 3 Transport of the sugarcane harvest.
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3 CANALEROS
3.1 Introducti on to the c hapter
This chapter deals with a description of the praxis of two of seven canaleros (water guards)
that together are responsible for the daily operation of the irrigation system. It describes
their everyday practice and their central role in the operational arrangements of water
distribution. Van der Zaag et al. (2001) define these operational arrangements (which they
label water-networks) as ‘the host of physical devices, monetary resources, normative
repertoires and human actors that a farmer would have to enrol to obtain access to water
from the main system level for his crop’ (cited in Rap 2004:18). The particular operational
arrangements are mapped by studying the socio-technical practices through which various
actors (canaleros, cañeros (producers of sugarcane), managers, irrigators, etc.) organise the
access to and control over resources involved in the allocation and distribution of water.
As the title of the chapter suggests, the focal point of the analysis is the canalero. Van der
Zaag (1992) and Rap (1993, 2004) conclude that in the context of institutional change in
irrigation management, the canalero’s role in water distribution was not altered significantly.
Interestingly, this research had the opportunity to examine continuity and change in
operational arrangements and the canalero’s role in water distribution against the backdrop
of infrastructural modernisation. Hence, this chapter will pay special attention to the newly
introduced technology (tube-system) and its relation to the canaleros working practice. Also,
their role as (conflict) mediator in the scheme’s operation and their (contested) professional
competence (Rap, 2004) are highlighted.
Toward the end, this account will be contrasted with the findings of Van der Zaag (1992)
presented in the chapter he dedicated to describing the canalero’s practice (ibid: 77-103) and
the findings of Rap (1993 & 2004) on the matter. A comparison to the descriptions of Van
der Zaag and Rap will hopefully serve a better understanding of the role of lower level
personnel in the operation of an ever-changing irrigation scheme. More specifically, it will
bring to the fore continuities and changes in the arrangements and practices that
characterise irrigation operation in a changing technological and managerial environment in
Western Mexico.
The two canaleros that this chapter deals with were selected on the basis of their position in
the irrigation system, namely on the right bank canal (MD). This area seemed interesting for
me to study, for the bombeo (pump) projects (the subject matter of chapter 4) are all (being)
developed along this canal. This choice enabled me to focus spatially and also served to
better understand the relation between the canalero and the equipos de bombeo. As I joined all
three canaleros working of the MD for a couple of days in a row, I felt I could obtain most
relevant information from Chico and Pancho (respectively the head-end and the middle
canalero along the MD, see figure 3.1). With the tail-end canalero it was a little harder to gain
confidence19. Studying the ‘work-abouts’ of these two canaleros allowed me to draw a more
19

The contrast of the frequent widespread rumours about his drinking problems with my experience as I joined him in the
field (he was completely sober) led me to question the value of the ‘reality’ I was observing. This nagging doubt was
reinforced when I met him in town in one afternoon during a weekday (no special occasion) alongside his wife with the
smell of liquor and other characteristics of significant alcohol consumption surrounding him. In a way this is a pity because
he is the most experienced canalero at the moment, having served over 30 years. Moreover, his current position as a tail-
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realistic picture of ‘the canalero’, to compare their respective practices and styles and to see
how they interrelate as canaleros of bordering zones.

Figure 3.1 Map of the Autlán- El Grullo Valley and its irrigation system with a very general
indication of the zones of the canaleros under study.

3.2 What is a canalero 20 ?
Canaleros have been working as field personnel in the irrigation scheme from the time it
started in the early 1950’s. Primarily, it has been and continues to be their responsibility to
make sure that water demands in their part (zone) of the service area of the irrigation
scheme are met at plot level. They do so by operating a complex set of regulators in the
system’s infrastructure and by organising arrangements with a wide range of other actors
such as farmers, irrigators, the WUA’s operational manager (Ramon Ruiz), Ingenio
employees and other canaleros. Rap (2004:126) lists the practices and working arrangements
of canaleros to be about water distribution, fee administration and information brokerage.
Reporting irrigation turns, reporting problems with the infrastructure and odd maintenance
ender seems interesting for analysis. Unfortunately he also did not respond to many of my questions regarding social
relations in the area and around the office. I could not satisfactorily relate his drinking behaviour or the accusations of
others to his working practice (e.g. one could argue that his position as a tail end canalero puts him under extra pressure. Yet
he switches zones with some frequency, as all canaleros do).
20
Sometimes referred to as ‘fontenarios’ by older farmers.
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such as cleaning tubes are also part of their job. This chapter will show that another
important aspect of the canalero’s work is that of being a conflict mediator.
The ability to craft operational arrangements for water distribution in the field could be
termed the professional competence of a canalero (Rap 2004). They have been endowed
with this competence by a training of one of their fellow canaleros and by the experience they
gained during the years they have been active. This competence is understood to be part of a
canalero’s authority towards irrigators. Two important characteristics of the position and
work of a canalero that are highlighted by Van der Zaag (1992) are the intermediate position
between irrigators and the District managers. To understand this dynamic in which the
canalero is dependent on both parties and has to deal with their often mutually incompatible
demands he coins the term the ‘canalero’s dilemma’. Secondly, from the actor perspective
that he operatonalises in his research, Van der Zaag concludes that canaleros do not only
execute orders, nor are they fully constrained by the technical and organisational structures
in which they operate. Rather, they actively shape their working environments. This dialectic
relation between a canalero and the changing environment in which he operates renders
repeated investigation an interesting topic for research.
A typical feature of the group of canaleros in this scheme is that there have not been major
replacements over the years. A couple of canaleros have left the WUA, some to retire, others
to fulfil other jobs with the CNA or elsewhere and one man recently left for the US. All
canaleros have been trained by more experienced ones who themselves remained part of the
team. This suggests a professional culture (Rap, 2004) that is quite firmly established. As I
joined many of them in the field it becomes clear that despite their different approaches and
practices, there seem to be some overarching values that they take pride in and guide their
work. Some of them could be listed: taking pride in having little trouble with the users,
arranging water distribution equitably, requiring only a small discharge for a large group of
users.
Nowadays, a fully equipped canalero drives through the area in a small, white pickup truck
that reads their respective zone and carries a WUA logo. In the car he keeps his paperwork in
a bag. He carries a hand held radio to communicate with other receivers such as other
canaleros, the WUA managers and the irrigation supervisor of the Ingenio. Apart from the
radio, some canaleros carry a mobile phone to communicate with irrigators by text message
or telephone. In the back of the truck there are usually some tools such as a shovel that serve
to execute some odd maintenance. Some of them also bring a small metal pipe to open or
close hydrantes (field level water taps21). Frequently, the back of the truck also carries some
perishables that were given to them by irrigators.
Canaleros work seven days a week and have one month off per year. During the irrigation
season their main task is arranging water distribution. The rest of the year they are mainly
employed to clean and maintain the canal infrastructure. On a typical working day for a
canalero he22 makes sure he works in the campo from about 7:00-14:00. From 14:00-15:00
he is present at the ‘meeting’ in the canaleros office. In the afternoon he may attend some

21
22

These water taps are part of the new infrastructure (tubería).
Canaleros are invariably men. The secretary at the WUA office is the only woman employed by the organisation.
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odd jobs in the field, but usually attends to his own activities (almost all of them have a small
business such as waiting at parties or sharecropping).

3.3 Chico
This paragraph deals with describing the organising practices performed by Chico, one of
the canaleros by which he influences and contributes to the operational arrangements for
water distribution.
Personal background
Chico is both a joyous and serious character. He can be found joking and using ‘bad
language’ to address the users and workers in his zone and his colleagues. Yet the way in
which he is always ready to explain and defend his conduct to people who challenge him
suggests that he takes himself and his work very seriously. Before he started working as a
canalero, eleven years ago (1998), Chico was employed by the association as a truck driver
(volteo) for a couple of years. Prior to that, he was involved in breeding roosters and driving
around the country to attend cockfights and worked as a truck driver for Coca Cola. He lives
in El Grullo with his wife, two student daughters and a boy in primary school. Unlike his
uncles and their sons, Chico, like his father, does not own any land in the area. He does grow
about 4 ha of sugarcane together with his cousin (primo).
In the eleven years he has been working as a canalero he has only served in zone 3. This is
remarkable, given the fact that other canaleros switch zones frequently. His colleagues
Pancho and Andres have both served in various zones for periods of about four years.
Pancho explains this as a policy to prevent the canaleros to develop relations of too much
confianza (confidentiality) with the users in a particular zone. Two years ago, Chico was to
be transferred to another zone, but the users from zone 3 gathered their signatures in order
to prevent this from happening. As a result, Chico stayed were he was. When I ask as to why
this happened he explains to me that if one gives a lot to people, one will receive as well23.
Hence, Chico views reciprocity as part of the service relation he has and cultivates with
irrigators.
At one occasion, when I joined Saul24 on checking one of the leaks (fugas) in zone 3, I found
Chico helping a farmer harvesting his camotes (sweet potatoes). We joined the man for a
while until the work for that day seemed over. The man offered Chico some money for
helping him out, but Chico refused. On the way back in the car, Saul comments that Chico
can always be found helping people out and also how he likes to give people the things he
brings from the field (I also observed him offering camotes to Ana25 and Ramon).

23

This saying was part of a recurring theme he touched upon during the days I joined him. It seemed that he liked to think
of me as his apprentice, teaching me the ins and outs of the work and culture of the canaleros, but also relating this to
important lessons about how to get on in life. This particular image of giving and receiving seemed to serve him as a way to
understand how a man is to behave towards others in order to have the mechanism of giving and receiving function
properly and have both parties advance.
24
Saul is employed by the WUA as an office cleaner/ gardener in the morning, while he does odd jobs for the management
in the afternoon. Recently, the operational manager contracted him to supervise the construction of the tubería projects.
25
Ana is the WUA’s secretary.
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Characteristics of Zone 3
Zone 3 is the upper of the three zones that irrigate from the right bank canal (Margen
Derecha). It is a relatively small zone that comprises 1715 ha with 267 water users (see
Annex I). Tubes have (partly) replaced the majority of the laterals over the last four years.
The most recent project has been finished in October 200826. As the most upstream zone, it
precedes zones 4 and 6, for which respectively Pancho and Andrés are responsible.
Fernando, who currently serves in zone 7 (left bank canal), introduced Chico to zone 3.
Unlike most other canaleros, Chico does not have particular meeting points at which he is
available at a certain moment during the day. This is clearly related to the smaller area in
which he operates.
The daily routine
A regular working day for Chico could be described as follows27. Each day showed great
resemblance to the others, while they all brought their specific issues to attend.
While other canaleros go directly from their homes to the campo, Chico arrives around seven
in the morning in the office where he prepares himself a cup of coffee and exchanges a few
words with Saul (office cleaner) and at times with Ramon (manager of operation), if the
latter is around. He may attend the WUA’s workplace for a while to sharpen his reaping hook
or clean his car with the blower and have a chat with whoever is around. He then drives off in
his camioneta towards El Corcabado, where the water is diverted from the river Ayuquila into
the main canals. On his way through El Corcobado he greets various people, mostly women
who respond to him with a smile and a hand wave. Some of the time he stops his car to have
a short chat that involves jokes and remarks about the woman’s looks. He continues his way
driving along the canal, checking the water level in the mean time from inside his car. At this
point he usually hears Pancho and Andrés inform each other over the radio on how their
water levels are today. Some of the time he may be called as well or respond to something
that has been said between them.
It is the CNA that is responsible for the operation of the river intakes to both main canals.
Once a week (on Friday) Ramon calls with the manager of operation of the CNA to put
through the request that is then executed on Monday. While extra water can only be
arranged this one time every week, calls for reducing the flow can be issued on all
weekdays28. Usually they will ask for a reduced flow in the weekends since less people will
want to irrigate and they do not want to be looking for users who want to irrigate in order to
accommodate the surplus flow. The exact time at which the flow will be altered is sometimes
unclear to the canaleros. Also, they do not know the exact discharge into the canal. Yet,
Chico has to anticipate and adapt the cross regulators to deal with these variations. The
argument that the discharge entering the canal at a certain moment is unclear is something
Chico uses when he is accused by the downstream canaleros of using too much water in his
zone.
26

A new project was being initiated at the time of my stay. This was part of my motivation to accompany Chico for some
time. Apart from a meeting with the users from the project area, some small discussions about the design between the
manager of operation and the designer and the submitting of the plan with the CNA in Guadalajara, nothing much
appeared to be happening with respect to the modernisation project.
27
This account is based on the ten times I joined Chico from 7:00 to 15:00.
28
Only canaleros work all seven days of the week. WUA management and CNA employees do not work during the
weekend.
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Before he has lunch at his regular spot, Chico will attend irrigators in two laterals and one
linea29. As he turns from the road along the canal, to follow the lateral, Chico notices the
amount of water that is carried to the fields that are being irrigated at the moment. He
usually drives to a regador that irrigates various fields in the area to obtain information about
the time on which certain plots stopped receiving water (end of the irrigation turn). Chico
takes out his notebook (libreta de canalero), that contains a list of all irrigators and the
irrigation turns they already took for this season, and notes down the information. Next,
there will be a short talk about what will be the order in which they will continue. At times,
other irrigators join the small discussion that follows about the order, which seems to be
defined during the conversation. This is partly based on the normal rol de riego, taking into
account various variables like suspensión (see paragraph 2.3), specific agreements between
irrigators on who goes first and the date of the last irrigation turn. As a general framework
there are also the rules for irrigation turns set by the WUA. While at times, Chico may
dictate how it will be done, he mostly listens to the suggested order and then confirms it.
During these talks also information about the (expected) harvest date of certain sugarcane
plots is exchanged.
Regadores30
An important actor in establishing the order in which irrigation turns take place are the
earlier mentioned regadores. As these men irrigate various plots in an area they are oftentimes
an important source of information to the canaleros. One cañero told me that when he
acquired a new plot he irrigated the area himself with the help of his fieldworker. However,
they found it difficult to arrange the exact time on which they could start irrigating. The
regador in their area would have a certain order in which he would irrigate the fields and was
not very communicative about when they would get a chance to irrigate. Therefore, he
decided to also contract the man to take care of his turns. The regadores thus seem to have a
somewhat privileged position vis-à-vis the canaleros. Apart from providing them with
information, they usually take less time to irrigate a plot as the owner of the crops pays them
a standard amount of money per irrigation turn. On top of this, as they are a little less
concerned with the state of the crops they take even less time to irrigate. It follows that the
regadores are in many cases an obligatory passage point in the distribution of water and
information for both canaleros and irrigators. Unfortunately is has not become clear how this
is perhaps related to the introduction of tubería in the area.
After ending the conversation, Chico drives his car to the point where lateral 2 takes off.
Unlike the first lateral the intake and cross regulators that regulate the flow into this canal are
locked to prevent anyone but himself from altering the flow. More downstream in the lateral
none of the structures is locked. Also in this area, Chico pays a visit to several plots that he
knows are being irrigated. From his car he calls the mosos (fieldworkers) or regadores that are
present in the fields. After he collects information from them about when they will stop and
whether there is enough water coming through he will adjust several regulators accordingly.
Sometimes he finds someone already stopped irrigating.
29

As a result of the tubería projects, many laterals have been replaced by a network of tubes that direct the water from the
main canal to the fields. These tube-networks are knows as lineas rather than laterales (laterals).
30
A regador is a man who irrigates various plots of different owners in a certain area. Unlike fieldworkers or mosos, it is not
so much the relation to the specific landowner, but rather the spatial connection to a certain area that gives him the
opportunity to be in charge of irrigating a certain plot.
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As he talks to the irrigators Chico is frequently approached to act as counsellor on various
matters such as which crops should be grown in order to make good money and for instance
how to interpret a bill of one of the producers’ organisations. Chico also exchanges
information with the supervisor of the Ingenio at times. Once he successfully mediated on
behalf of one of the users in his zone who complained that the Ingenio had divided his one
plot into three parts that were all to be harvested at another date. This caused trouble with
wetting the suspended parts while trying to irrigate a more downstream part. He struck a
deal with the supervisor that the remaining part of the area would be harvested all at once.
During one of the first days of May, when a new suspension time just started, Chico drives
his car from the place where we had lunch into the area of former lateral 4 and 631. Since four
years, the area is serviced by network of tubes. We encounter a small group of men alongside
one of their plots. As they sign to Chico to stop his car, he pulls over in front of them. Two
men come a bit closer to his car. From their gestures and expression on their faces they seem
to be angry. They start talking to Chico about another guy who doesn’t want to stop
irrigating. He told them there is little pressure, while they know that at their hydrantes it is
sufficient. One of the men says he desperately needs water at his plot because he replanted
some cane crops. Chico listens and then starts arguing back at them, suggesting that the linea
or the hydrante is probably blocked. He drives the car a little further to where said man is
checking his ranke (water diverter on top of hydrante). Chico comments to me that the men
in this area are ‘enfermos del agua’. As he gets out of his car he tells the man to turn the ranke
his way to see if it has been blocked by basura. They both try to reach into the stream of
water to find where it is trapped, but both in vain. Chico then drives his car up to a place not
far from the arguing men where he shuts this part of the linea so the man is able to clean his
hydrante. Then we drive to the toma of the linea. He shuts this one as well. The water level in
the box drops a little but then stabilizes. A regador of a field close by comes to talk. He
suggests that the linea must be tapado (obstructed). Chico notices that the fence that
prevents the basura (waste) from entering the linea has been pulled up. He swears and
pushes it down again. We get back into the car and drive a little further down from the toma
where Chico opens another hydrante to see how the pressure is there. As we drive further
down again, we meet the men who argued with Chico. Again, the man who seems the most
frustrated starts arguing. He tells me to write down all that is being said and how Chico
favours some users while denying others their water. As we drive off, Chico again comments
that the man is sick for the water. He adds that the man is very jealous of others doing well,
he wants to gain in spite of others every day. Later that day, talking to Saul with the three of
us, he mentions the issue. Saul remembers the man who made trouble of frequent visits he
pays to the office to complain about the little water he gets.
As we return to the same area the next day we drive to the group of guys that made trouble
yesterday. Chico gets out of his car and starts arguing with them with a loud voice. The man
who made trouble yesterday seems content with the water he is now receiving while still
blaming others of irrigating for far too long (five days for one plot). Chico repeats time and
again that the hydrantes are blocked sometimes. Also, he says, the fence in the toma has been
moved and this may have caused the pipe to be partly blocked. He explains to them that he
solicited for a repressa just downstream of the linea intake to be able to give them more water.
31

He skips the third off take, which is a linea, because there are no irrigation turns at the moment.
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When we drive away he comments to me: ‘Did you notice how easy they were with me now?
There is water now and they are quiet. They are locos; one day they are screaming, the other
day happy. They are like this diario (daily)’.
From another case in which users accused each other of obstructing their irrigation turn it is
revealed that Chico responds differently to different users. When two older men in lateral
seven individually approached him and related how the other hindered his irrigation, he
responded quietly. He stated that ‘everybody should get their turn’ and ‘there is water for
everybody’. While talking to the men he made faces to me and afterwards he laughed to me
about the whole issue. It could be suggested that in this case, with open canals still in place, it
is clearer where the problem lies. The ‘hidden ways’ of the tube-network provide an extra
dimension to the conflict, as it may very well be the infrastructure that is not functioning
properly, while nobody knows exactly. The proper functioning of the tubería is the
responsibility of the WUA of which Chico is a representative.
Toward the beginning of a new suspension period, pressure on the scheme will rise. Many
cañeros want to suspend their last irrigation turn till just before this period, as the cane will be
heavier at the time of harvest. Chico sees this as something that is inevitable, yet the
arguments that he has to deal with between users who want to irrigate at the same time
clearly frustrate him. Especially when he finds that the people he wants to meet with in order
to discuss their irrigation needs do not show up in the field or when he finds that somebody
has not stopped irrigating in time and is absent as well. He will then shut down the water
flow. In these cases it seems as though Chico is not always fully in control of the situation
and unable to get the users to do as he pleases. This gets him upset some of the time even
though he is an upstream canalero in a year of relative water abundance.
Another issue that gets him frustrated are the high areas that people want to irrigate by
gravity. On a day in May, when many irrigators want to have their last irrigation turn before
the suspension starts, Chico finds two men in their fields just next to the main canal who ask
him to raise the water level in the canal so they can irrigate their whole plot properly. He tells
them to get a pump by which they have to irrigate the last part. He reminds them of how it
went wrong last time and the canal spilled water. The men say their boss refuses to do so.
Later during the day Ana calls Chico on the radio. She tells him the men are at the office and
request the water to be raised. He sighs and as we drive past the cross regulator later on our
way back to the office he alters the water level in the canal to enable the irrigation. From the
example it transpires that it is left to the canalero to cope with the technical imperfections of
the system. A similar situation occurred with Pancho who also tried to arrange irrigation by
means of a pump yet eventually had to enable the irrigation by gravity. It shows that they are
expected to solve problems and in the process take the risks and hassle (complaining
downstream users) that accompany the solutions.
The final act before he returns to the office is the checking and cleaning of the tomas of three
tubes from areas we visited earlier that day. He comments that this is a filthy job. It costs him
quite some energy to hang over the edge of the toma-box to grab the basura that is blocking
the fence. Yet he performs this task every day. Apart from this cleaning he also may execute
small ‘repairs’ such as blocking a certain intake that will not shut by throwing in a few
buckets of sand and gravel from the road.
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Rules for irrigation turns
The rules by which the water is to be distributed over the command area are related to the
crop that is cultivated and land size. The payment for the water is also based on these
parameters. In practice these rules are operated, yet they do not suffice. Other parameters of
some importance, such as slope, soil types etc. are also taken into account by the canalero. As
we talk about this issue, Chico explains that this is where he comes in order to accommodate
the actual demands. He explains that for instance arenous terrains can still receive water just
within the suspension time, while teirra negra (heavy clay soils) cannot. Also from the
examples provided above it becomes clear that there is still ample room for manoeuvre for
the canalero to shape his own arrangements. The amount of variables on which his
accommodation is based has not changed as a result of the introduction of the tubería
projects. Officially, irrigators have to request their turn three days in advance. Yet this only
comes into play when Chico has an insufficient amount of water at his disposal.
Daily meeting of the canaleros
Every weekday between two and three in the afternoon, the canaleros come to the office.
Their office is a specific large room for this that has several tables configured to form a circle.
Around this table the canaleros all get seated on their regular spot. The three from the MD sit
next to each other, just like the four from the other bank. The WUA’s ‘computer man’ is also
located in this room32.
As soon as they get seated they get their paperwork from their bags and all start to work on
their administration. The atmosphere is informal. The canaleros all look tired after a hot day
in the field. Yet with each other and Ramon (manager of operation, their direct boss) they
seem to be quite at ease. Frequently, irrigators walk in to have a chat with ‘their’ canalero.
The canalero remains seated and the issue is discussed right there. After about three quarters
of an hour, all of them have completed their administration and sit back to relax a little. They
make some small talk to each other and frequently crack jokes, which seems a way to loose
the tension they experience while working in the field. A recurrent theme is that one of them
mentions a situation that he experienced in the field. Most canaleros will know what the
situation is about since they have also served in the area. They often seem to agree on the
stupidity of a certain user or the respect for someone who does well business wise. Every
meeting, one or two canaleros will be called through the front office. Ana will yell a name and
this canalero will pick up the phone in their office.
Invariably, Ramon, whose office is located next to the room of the canaleros, is also around
from 14:00 to 15:00. Yet he attends other people that come in to the office such as irrigators
and the designer of the tubería projects. Towards 15:00 he may call a canalero to his office to
discuss a particular matter. Chico was sometimes invited to have a look at the new design for
a tubería project that was initiated in his zone. Also, he was the one to draw up the initial

32

This position is referred to as the ‘estadistico’. He is responsible for processing the canaleros’ data sheets that they hand in
every Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Also, he works with Google Earth and a drawing programme on visualizing the new
infrastructure of which there were only maps available that display just one project. Interestingly, the first weeks of my stay,
the position was taken by the son of a former WUA board member, understood to be on the side of the CNPR (with Jose
Gonzales). He had had this position from the time his father served in the board. Yet after a couple of weeks after I arrived,
he left the office over a disagreement about his salary and was replaced by the son of the current WUA president, Jair
Garcia. Both sons have a degree in computer science.
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sketches for the design on a Google Earth map, indicating where the highest point of each
plot is located.
Close to the end of the meeting, Ramon may inform all of them whether the amount of
water they have at their disposal is sufficient. Usually the canaleros from the MD have already
exchanged a few words on how much discharge they will need to be added or reduced. There
are no lengthy discussions among them or with Ramon and they seem to agree quite quickly.
Chico takes pride in the fact that he visits all his irrigation turns every day and he likes to
show off and boast a bit during the meeting33. He enjoys having his irrigation turns run fast
and smooth and may comment to himself in the car as well as in the meeting that things go
perfecto. It should again be noted that the zone in which he operates is significantly smaller
than that of his fellow workers. Especially Pancho is subject to having Chico tell him how
quick and well he does his work34. At 15:00 exactly, the canaleros get up and leave the office.
Some of them leave the WUA’s place immediately, but usually they have a small chat in pairs
before they take off.
Relation to the management
Operational manager
Just like the other canaleros, Chico seems to have a confidential relation with the operational
manager. Whenever they meet in the field they will discuss not so much work related topics,
but rather talk as friends would, yet in a polite manner. Ramon confirms that there have been
accusations of downstream canaleros that Chico takes more water than he asked for. Altough
he has little to no means to monitor and thus check the validity of these allegations, he does
not believe Chico when the latter argues that there is not enough water entering the MD. Yet
he did not reprimand him either. This may be explained from the fact that over the last years
there has not been serious water shortage and that the problems that Pancho and Andrés
experience as a result of Chico’s behaviour are not mounting so high. From several
conversations with Chico it transpires that he has respect for Ramon and sees him as his real
jefe, who is actually performing his task well.
The WUA board
Chico seems to be the only canalero who is on speaking terms with the WUA president, Juan
Jose Garcia. I never encountered other canaleros approach the president except for Chico. As
an illustration: when we celebrated the birthday of Ana in the presidents’ office, Garcia made
a certain remark35 to which none of the other canaleros really responded except for some
humming noises to show their disagreement on this point. It was Chico who addressed
Garcia and spoke out on the matter. When all others left the office, Chico stayed behind to
have a chat in private. Chico is also the driver when Garcia pays a visit to Guadalajara.
During his daily routine, Chico has little contact with the board members or his managers.
Once, I observed that he was called over the radio by Corona (the manager of maintenance
and secretary to the WUA board) to arrange water for a friend of his in Chico’s zone. He
responded at once. When I asked about the relation of this man to Corona it did not become
clear what the occasion was by which the water was arranged.
33

Once he involved me in this boasting, telling Pancho he attended all of his turns this day: isn’t that so, Jilles?
This may be related to the fact that Pancho is younger than Chico. Also, it could be part of a sort of competition for my
approval.
35
Which I did not understand at the time, but that seemed to be about an irrigation matter.
34
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Interestingly, part of the land as well as the rancho of the WUA’s treasurer and long time
CNC líder Jesus Corrales (see paragraph 2.3) is located in zone 3 (lateral 2) (cf. de Vries,
2002). Chico pointed out the rancho to me and gestured a military salute to indicate that
this is an important jefe to which he is subject. Once during the morning, as he drove through
the area of lateral 2 and attended a regador who is irrigating, Ana (WUA secretary) called
him over the radio to inform that Corrales wants to meet Chico at his plot because his water
supply is low. Chico responded right away by driving his car to the area where Corrales
joined us to explain that he does not receive enough water while his workers irrigate. They
had a small chat and cracked a joke while Chico seemed a little less confident than he
normally is with users and other managers. Chico later told me that he made a remark to
Corrales about the chagrin (coraje) that is in the office these days, referring to the WUA’s
president and how they laughed about it. When we drove back along the canal to see why the
water runs low, it turned out the water is blocked by a pile of cane leafs which Chico
removed from the canal. Then we proceeded to where we were when he was called over the
radio.
The ambivalence of Chico’s relation to Corrales is highlighted by the following example. As
we stood just outside the office one morning before heading to the fields, he told me that he
believes that the current directive is just like the boards that preceded them. They find smart
ways of earning money through their position in the board. For instance through the
machines they purchase for the WUA. Chico thinks they pay less than the contracts state and
they keep this margin. Yet, while he told me this, his face showed a certain thrill. He added
that this is just how things work in Mexico. To be somebody one has to rob (he makes a
grabbing gesture). He seems to respect and disapprove of this behaviour at the same time.
An analysis of the above description provides us with the following understanding. While
Chico is at the orders of his managers, he does not respect them all the same. The fact that he
has little respect for the WUA’s president and jokes about him with Corrales, to me shows
that he understands the president to be little more than a ‘straw man’ for the former (cf.
chapter 2). His respect for Ramon is mainly based on the idea that he is a skilled manager of
operation.
The frequent military saluting as we passed Corrales’ rancho showed to me that he is very
aware of the vested powers at play in the area and the WUA in specific and knows his
position vis-à-vis these líderes. Yet at the same time, the frequency and manner in which he
performed it also displayed a certain mockery. As for the conflict between the CNC and
CNPR líderes, he believes Gonzales and Corrales to be enemies only in public. He
understands them to be ‘politicos’, a word that he (and others) frequently use to refer to a
certain type of corrupt (political) leaders.
Chico states that little changes in his work with the WUA board changing. He explains: they
don’t know the system as we do and they can’t do our job. That’s why for instance Garcia
will come to me to ask me for details. They will adapt to us instead of the other way around,
he states. From the above information, it could however be suggested that his somewhat
privileged position as a canalero in a smaller, upstream area is partly related to the good
relation he cultivates with the present man in power, Jesus Corrales.
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3.4 Pancho 36
In this paragraph I will contrast Pancho as a canalero to Chico. Also, I will describe their
relation as canaleros of bordering zones.
Personal background and characteristics of zone 4
Pancho has been employed as a canalero for sixteen years from the age of eighteen. He
worked for some time as an office cleaner for the WUA after which he was asked and trained
to become a canalero. He lives close to Chico with his wife and two kids in primary school.
Pancho is a religious man, something he often mentions as a motivation for him to treat
people equally and with respect. While Pancho has great respect for innovative farming
practices such as growing organic vegetables and irrigating by means of riego por goteo (drip
irrigation), he privately shows disdain for sugarcane growers that are lazy in his eyes.
The middle zone in which he performs his job is one of the larger zones in the valley. It
comprises 2658 ha and 350 users (see Annex I). Moreover, there are about 20 pumping
stations that divert water from the MD to irrigate areas upstream. Pancho has to report their
water uses as well. He tells me he goes to the encargados (overseers) of the pumps every
Friday. Yet in practice I observe he does not do this. He explains that because his zone is
large he simply does not have the time to do so. Also, he says, these users do not use too
much water since the electricity costs for pumping are high. There used to be a separate
canalero in charge of the bombeo schemes, but since the El Limon area was handed over to
the WUA37 there are not enough canaleros38 to have one specifically for these areas.
The daily routine
The daily routine starts with driving his car to the first meeting point along the road in El
Mentidero (see figure 2.1). More than Chico, Pancho uses these specific meeting places and
times to be available to the users so they can request irrigation turns and report specific
problems they experience in irrigation. He usually relates to the people in a friendly manner,
yet with much self-esteem. Occasionally he will tell somebody that he has to go to the office
to have his problem solved (e.g. somebody who wants to irrigate while he did not pay his fee
yet) or refer to the office as the ones who put up the rules to back himself up.
Throughout the day, Pancho has to adapt his plans according to new information that
reaches him. In the morning for instance, Andrés may inform him that too much water is
coming into his zone. This means he can accommodate extra irrigation turns. Sometimes he
finds someone who would start irrigating did not do so yet.
A recurring theme that Pancho reflects on is the fact that many users try establish a close
relationship with the canalero. Especially when they have just switched zones. However, if
one does not respond in a manner that suits them they will complain and argue that the
preceding colleague was a much better canalero. From what I observed, it transpired that
Pancho is not insensitive to having a good reputation with the users in his zone. Once, he
36

Pancho’s nickname, that all other canaleros dub him is ‘Negro’, Negrita, as Chico keeps saying.
After this extension was constructed, the CNA was in charge of its operation for a couple of years and had its own
canalero. As the operational manager of the CNA commented, this caused trouble because they were dependent on the
WUA canaleros to get enough water.
38
There is not enough money with the WUA to employ an extra one, according to Pancho.
37
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explained why he gave a certain irrigation turn at that very moment to a particular user
outside of the official rules by saying that he does not want others to call him a harsh
canalero.
Like Chico, in discussions with users over water distribution Pancho will also habitually state
that all users are equal and therefore have the same rights. Yet in practice it becomes evident
that the particular impression Pancho has of a user guides his relation with the user. He
himself reflects on this by saying that a canalero has to the have knowledge of a psychologist
in order to maintain working relationships with all of them. Some of them can be trusted
with an irrigation turn on a plot next to a suspended field, while other cannot. Some gates
should be locked in order to prevent people form altering them, other people will receive a
key in order to alter the flow themselves. Also, in accepting presents one has to be careful not
to take presents that are meant to manipulate, while other gifts are harmless.
At the end of the morning Pancho usually parks his vehicle on a quiet spot or goes to a farm
to hang out with some workers that gather there. He does so to work on his administration,
but also to sit back and relax and forget about the hassle that he encounters some of the time
when he goes into the field. He makes sure he is available at the meeting points and does visit
the fields, but he seems to be monitoring the irrigation turns a little less closely than Chico
does. Unlike Chico, Pancho engages with the irrigators in his zone with somewhat more
distance. He himself also stresses the importance of this distance in order to remain
impartial. Also, he does not want to spoil his users, like he thinks Chico does, cleaning their
linea intakes etc. Characteristics of having too much confianza with irrigators, of which he
accuses Chico (no wonder he was ‘re-elected’, he takes good care of their wishes), are using
bad language and taking too much presents. In practice the difference between Chico and
himself is less clear than it appears from the picture he likes to portray.
Relation to Chico
Pancho frequently refers to his upstream colleague to stress his dependency on the amount
of water he lets pass. At times there is less water coming into his zone than they had agreed
upon. Andrés will sometimes call on him via the radio to comment on the small discharge he
is receiving. Pancho will then say that it is Chico who lets a reduced amount of water pass.
When he has a smaller amount of discharge at his disposal, he explains that it is rather
difficult to change the irrigation turns he has promised to the users in his area. I understand
that there is a logistical problem, because it is hard to track all these people down. Yet also,
there is the fact that he has to disappoint irrigators. As a result, he does not alter his own
schedule in order to have Andrés receive more water.
Relation to the management
Like Chico, Pancho seems to be at ease with the operational manager (Ramon), yet is less
closely connected to the other managers than Chico. While he accuses the latter of corrupt
practices (he explains how they utilize the WUA’s machinery to repair individual roads in the
irrigation scheme and have the owners pay them directly) he also states that at the moment
there is very little interference by them in his work. There have been a couple of incidents
with former directives in which they ordered him to favour certain friends of theirs. Yet, he
also recalls how Jose Gonzales (long time CNPR leader) in his time as president of the board
(see chapter 2) defended him against users that accused Pancho of not providing adequate
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services. In general, he says that he tries to stay out of the political struggle in the valley by
just doing his job and treating everybody equally. He confirms that this is also a good
strategy for a canalero, given the fact that the people in charge of the WUA change every so
often. Therefore, not choosing sides is a way to sustain his job security.

3.5 Conclusion
This paragraph deals with the comparison of my description of the canaleros’s practices with
the images drawn up by Van der Zaag (1992) and Rap (1993, 2004). If one takes a look at
the overall picture that emerges from this chapter and contrasts it with said literature, it is
remarkable that over the last twenty years much of the canalero’s praxis remained alike.
Despite management turnover and introduction of new technologies the canalero is still a
central actor in operational arrangements for water distribution able to exert agency and thus
co-shape his working environment. Notwithstanding this strong continuity there have been
some changes observed as well.
One of the first things that became clear is that the equipment that a canalero has at his
disposal changed. Over the years, improved transportation means (from bike to motorbike
to vocho to pickup) have enabled the canalero to increase his mobility. Besides, the radio and
mobile phone allow him to connect with irrigators and the WUA management more easily.
Secondly, as a result of the recently introduced tubería, the sociotechnical arrangements of
resources distribution have been altered as it induces a reduced visibility of water flows and
an increased sensitivity to obstruction.
Linking conflict mediation, new technology and professional competence
From the description that was provided on the praxis of canalero Chico it transpires that
whenever a problem arises, Chico tries to work out a solution with the irrigators in the field.
He may refer to something that is beyond his or their sphere of influence, such as the represa
he asked for with the operational manager, but he does not blame anybody for not having
installed it already. Rather, he will actively track where the problem is located. He will
‘experiment’ with closing and opening the toma and certain hydrantes to find out where there
might be a blockage. The discussions he has with irrigators and his active responses could be
explained when one understands that it is his professional competence that is at stake. From
this competence he derives part of his authority in the field and with that is able to exert
control over the operational arrangements for water distribution in an area. The relative
newness of the technology combined with the reduced visibility of the water flows renders
adequate internalisation of the infrastructure (as described by Van der Zaag 1992) by the
canalero more difficult and thus contestable. This is where his professional competence and
hence authority are questioned by some irrigators.
An important characteristic of the newly installed tube system is that the main part is located
subsurface. This decreases the visibility of water flows and possible obstructions cannot be
observed directly. It can be established where such a problem is located by (dis)connecting
certain parts of the network and see where the pressure fall occurs. This can be a time
consuming activity. Moreover, it is quite complicated to assess the actual pressure and
amount of water that is coming from an hydrante. ‘Enough pressure’ is based on a mutual
understanding between the canalero and the irrigator. There are no meters available to
establish the discharge that is supplied. A second feature of the tube system is its higher
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sensitivity in terms of blockage by waste. This bestows another task on the canalero, namely
that of cleaning the linea intakes.
Although Chico does take his job very seriously and engages in fierce discussion with the
irrigators, he also takes a bit of distance by stating that some of the people he has to deal with
ask for more than he should be getting. He refers to them as locos. Among canaleros there
seems to be an understanding that while overall their job is do-able, there are always some
users that are unreasonable, always making trouble. One may explain this understanding as a
tendency to distancing oneself from responsibility in these cases of tension as this particular
‘type of user’ has moved beyond the acceptable. Hence, his claims have become invaluable
and can be put aside. Yet we see that while Chico has this tendency, he does not abandon the
case and puts effort into solving the problem. From the way he goes back to the irrigators to
show them how he solved their problem and reprimands them for questioning his
competence it can be concluded that he aims to proof his competence and re-establish his
authority. The two important features of the new infrastructure; ‘reduced visibility of water
flows’ and ‘increased sensitivity to flow blockage’, bring forth a dynamic in which the
professional competence and therewith authority of the canalero is questioned and contested
by irrigators. It also renders the cleaning of the infrastructure a more important aspect of his
work. As was shown, this aspect is approached in a different way by different canaleros
befitting their general style of working and relating to the irrigators.
Conflict mediation and the canalero’s dilemma
From the analysis of the cases in which conflicts between irrigators arose, it emerges that the
canalero performs a conflict-mediating role between irrigators. This is at least partly related
to a certain professional pride that does not want them to have conflicts between irrigators
reach the office, for it could be understood as a sign of weakness; the specific canalero is not
able to arrange manners in a way that everybody is satisfied. As for the canalero’s dilemma,
which was coined by Van der Zaag (1992) to account for the canaleros’ position in-between
the District’s managers and the irrigators and their often mutually incompatible demands, it
could be suggested that the demands of the WUA management have become less stringent.
As was shown, the operational manager does not interfere much with the canaleros’ daily
praxis. He does exert some control over their work as they are obliged to report to him the
irrigation turns in their zone trice a week. Yet, while he knows that Chico sometimes
appropriates more water than asked for, he does not hold him accountable for doing so. This
could perhaps be explained from the somewhat special position Chico has vis-à-vis the WUA
board. It could, however, also point at the fact that because there is a sufficient quantity of
water available from the dams, the canaleros have more room for manoeuvre to appropriate
the amount of water. Presently, it seems to be highly exceptional for the management to
enrol the canalero for arranging water for certain users.
Explaining continuity
In this part I will try to suggest some reasons for the observed continuity. Firstly, there is a
continuing dominance of sugarcane production in the valley. This clearly structures
operational arrangements for water distribution, as it needs a lot of water, but neither at a
high nor changing frequency. Therefore, the canalero deals with a comparatively small
amount of relatively long irrigation turns at the same time. With change in crops and spread
of other technologies at field level (see chapter 5) this might change.
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Secondly, the struggle for (political) control in the valley, that is also clearly related to
control over resources involved in the production and processing of sugarcane, is not so
much at play on the level of daily water distribution. Although control over the WUA is part
of this power struggle, there is no relation between the periodical changing of the WUA
board and a change of canaleros. It seems as though the majority of the canaleros employs a
strategy of staying out of said struggle in order to secure their jobs. Chico’s relation to
Corrales, líder of the CNC and current treasurer of the WUA board, seems to be an
exception to this attitude. Furthermore, the operational manager, who is also keen to stay
out of the political interests in the WUA, has been working in this position for over 15 years
(cf. Rap 1993). Together with the absence of sudden changes in the team of canaleros, which
has happened in other areas resulting from the irrigation management transfer IMT (Rap,
2004), and the manner in which the canaleros have been trained by their fellow workers, this
suggests a strong professional culture that remained intact and structures the canaleros’
everyday praxis.
Thirdly, only people who have done the job for a prolonged time acquire the specific type of
knowledge and professional competences to manage water distribution. The specificities
and variables that a canalero deals with on a day-to-day basis are something that is hard to see
through by ‘outsiders’ such as the management of the WUA. The canaleros’ detailed
knowledge of the scheme is mobilized as well for the designing of the new infrastructure
(tubería). This helps them to internalize the infrastructure, while it is also designed in
accordance with existing irrigation practice, which is thus shaped recursively. Van der Zaag
(1992) notes that the most important characteristic of the system’s infrastructure is its
flexibility. The hand wheel operated gates and intakes allow for an ‘indefinite number of
settings’ which ‘enables a great degree of freedom in establishing water distribution
schedules, and in responding to flow fluctuations’ (1992:59). Later on, after providing a rich
description of the ditch riders’ practices, he states that the irrigation infrastructure is only
potentially flexible. The actual flexibility is accomplished by the scheme’s main operators:
the canaleros. As was shown, the potential flexibility of both old and new infrastructure alike
is still mobilized in daily operational arrangements for water distribution. The central actors
that enable this flexibility are still the canaleros.
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Photo 4 The canaleros’ office. Operational manager’s office to the left.

Photo 5 A canalero’s vehicle

Photo 6 and 7 A canalero with a leaking hydrante (left) and operating a ranke (right)
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Photo 8 El Corcobado with the intake of the MD.

Photo 9 and 10 A canalero cleaning the toma of a linea.
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4 IRRIG ATION EXTENSIONS
4.1

Introducti on

From the very end of the twentieth century onwards, reasonable amounts of land in the
irrigation scheme have been serviced with water that is drawn from the right bank canal
(MD) by means of electricity-driven pumps. The water is subsequently distributed among a
group of users, who form a so-called ‘equipo de bombeo39’. Moreover, large-scale current and
planned extensions of the system have been designed to enable irrigation in a similar fashion.
This mode of arranging irrigation differs from that which is found in areas that are located
within the older hydraulic boundaries of the irrigation system.
Theoretical underpinning and aim of the analysis
Firstly, as I elaborated in the conceptual framework (paragraph 2.4), I understand an
irrigation scheme to be a particular socio-technical resource allocation arrangement. It is
both heterogeneous and emergent. The arrangement entails a network of heterogeneous
actors (e.g. farmers, management staff, irrigation infrastructure) that is patterned to enable a
particular flow/ distribution of resources. This patterning or ‘mode of ordering’ for resource
allocation is understood to be ‘in the making’; being pursued and contested (Law, 1994).
The allocation of resources is understood to be a hybrid affair that is achieved in active
mediation between humans, technology and (other) resources. Interestingly, the term
‘equipo de bombeo’ befits this particular perspective on irrigation organisation as it is not only
used to refer to a group of people, but rather to the ‘conglomerate’ of irrigators, the
management and operators, the land, the infrastructure and the electrical pumps. Secondly, I
examine the ‘bombeo schemes’ as ‘interventions’ which Long and Van der Ploeg (1989:226)
propose to view as ‘a ‘multiple reality’ made up of differing cultural perceptions and social
interests, and constituted by the ongoing social and political struggles that take place
between the social actors involved.’
This chapter aims to reveal the respective modes in which these ‘bombeo schemes’40 and their
access to water have been organized and sustained. It also examines their position vis-à-vis
the rest of the irrigation scheme (redefinition of hydraulic boundaries) and the wider
institutional and socio-political arrangements in the region. To do so, it will describe the
various stages of their development, the management, operation and maintenance
arrangements and the interests and involvement of various agents and agencies. Special
attention will be paid to so-called ‘controversies’ (Latour, 2004) that arose during the
development of the extensions as these often offer a windowpane through which the various
stakes and alliances of actors become apparent. Moreover, it is examined how cultural
performance and competence (Rap 2007) play a role in establishing a claim to leadership.

39

This term is used by local actors to refer to a hybrid organisation of water users that constitute an irrigation scheme fed by
pumps, their management, equipment and infrastructure. I will continue to refer to this concept in the original language as
it serves as an apt illutration of the importance of blending social and technical analysis.
40
I use the term ‘bombeo schemes’ for lack of a better name for these extensions of the irrigated area that utilize electric
pumps to service an area form the main canal that is located on a higher elevation; outside the hydraulic boundaries of the
older irrigation system.
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Case sele ction
The cases that have been investigated were selected on the basis of the amount of land and
users that they comprise and the possibilities for research that they offered (figure 4.1). The
first case, ‘Lagunillas’ (450 hectares (ha)), over 100 users) deals with an extension that has
been developed at the start of the 21st century. The second, ‘Autlán’ (1400 ha, 165 users),
was still being initiated by the time I visited the area. This selection enabled me to study the
bombeo (pump) schemes in various stages of their development, which contributes to an
understanding of the dynamics at play in both the initiation and sustenance of the schemes.
The content of each case will complement to a picture of what has been and is happening in
the extensions of irrigated area along the MD.

Figure 4.1 Maps that give a general impression of the extension areas under study (top: their
position in the in the valley; left: ‘Lagunillas’, right: ‘Autlán’).
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Outline of the chapter
This chapter describes and analyses the two cases that were selected. For both cases first, a
general introduction to the scheme is provided and then the initiation and development of
the schemes is discussed. In the case of Lagunillas this is complemented with a description
and analysis of the operational arrangements for water distribution. Lastly, a comparison and
conclusion are provided at the end of the chapter.

4.2

Equipo de bombeo ‘L agunillas’

Area and infrastructure
The ‘Lagunillas extension’, as I will dub it here41, comprises lands of three ejidos: Lagunillas,
Rincon de Luisa and Bellavista. The potentially irrigated area, the area that can be serviced
up to field level with water taps, consists of about 450 ha divided into 210 plots. A small
portion of the land within the designated area does not have water taps installed, hence it is
not irrigated. The surface of the command area varies throughout the year and season as
users cultivate different crops. It comprised about 230 ha at the time of the research
(beginning of April 2009). Consisting of 100 ha of sugarcane, 70 ha of maize and 50-60 ha of
cucumber (pepino).
Water is directed from the main right bank canal (Margen Derecha) by means of three pumps
that have a total capacity of 350 l/s (2 x 150 l/s and 1 x 50 l/s). The pumps can be operated
separately and run from midnight to six in the evening. Each plot connected to the scheme
has one or more water taps that are operated with a switch. The water taps are typically
placed within a locked box. They all have a meter that reads the water pressure at any given
moment. Two plots that were recently added to the scheme have a measuring device
installed from which one can read the water consumption (see photo 14). From the tap, the
water is led through a series of drip pipes (riego por goteo) that are placed along each crop
row. Within the discharge and pressure limits determined by pumping capacity and friction
losses, the system allows for on demand operation. The field installations allow fertilization
of the crops through the drip system as well, a practice that continues during the rainy
season42. Apart from irrigation, farmers from around the area also use the pumping plant to
fill tanks for watering their livestock.
Tenure practices and cropping pattern
All of the land within the scheme is part of the ejidos Lagunillas, Rincon de Luisa and
Bellavista. According to actors from in and outside the scheme, landownership did not
change much as a result of the introduction of irrigated agriculture nor did speculation over
land take place beforehand. The extension had been drawn up in the plans of the CNA
already in the 1960s and had been discussed as part of local political campaigns. Still, it is
said that it came as a surprise to many people when it eventually did come about. From the
start of the scheme many people have been renting out their lands. In general, people from
Autlán and El Grullo who bring their own workers grow horticultural crops. Explanations
generally given for this practice include the lack of experience with the landowners, the
related risk of growing irrigated vegetable crops and the lack of capital to invest in inputs to

41

The more official term would be ‘El systema de bombeo Lagunillas-Rincon de Luisa-Bellavista’, but I found most people use
the contraction ‘Lagunillas’ when talking about the extension, group or system.
42
To be able to do so, the encargados will both capture rainwater that enters the canal behind the cross regulators and
occasionally receive water from the dam.
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grow these crops. Also, there seem to be very little viable alternatives to sugarcane that do
not require high investments and offer secure marketing opportunities.
Exceptions to this ‘renting regime’ are the beforementioned sugarcane and maize production
(maíz amarillo), which are commonly cultivated by the landowners themselves or their
family members. However, the amount of sugarcane that can be produced in the area is
limited. Not so much by a lack of rights to grow it, but because, with reference to the limited
water availability, it has been agreed between the group’s manager and the WUA that only
100 ha of sugarcane can be cultivated. However, some cañeros are considering switching to
lemon production, as cane yields are typically lower than ‘within’ the older irrigation system
and costs related to irrigation are higher. Many agreed with my observation that it would
most probably the cañeros operating in the bombeo schemes to first quit cane production if
sugar prices would worsen.
The extension’s initiation and development
The idea to extend the irrigation scheme to enable irrigated agriculture in the Lagunillas area
has been around for many years. Current users recall that the first efforts to this end were
made about 30 years ago, when local landowners went to talk to the heads of CNA and
SAGARPA’s predecessors. At the time however, they were told that the investment costs of
bringing irrigation to the area were too high. Around the same time some cañeros were
already irrigating strips of land in the area closely upstream of the main canal by means of
small tractor-powered pumps. Close to the end of the 20th century some people managed to
form a coalition of landowners and agencies that brought about the construction and use of
the current extension of the irrigation scheme. To account for the biggest efforts that
generated this change, users point to a man named Vidal Colmenares. Vidal is a medium
sized entrepreneurial farmer (milk cows, cañero43) who owns and uses lands (about 70 ha)
within the ‘older’ irrigation scheme, Zone 6. He no longer participates in the Lagunillas
scheme.
When I asked him about his involvement in the initiation, Vidal recalled that it was a
combination of interests that led to the development of the system. At first, around 1998,
there were about five farmers (pequeños propietarios) that discussed the idea of bringing
electricity to the area. He himself was interested in the idea because he wanted to milk his
cows mechanically. The landlord of the neighbouring plots aimed to install a groundwater
pump to irrigate his alfalfa and a third man, Gregorio Corona, wanted to construct a
pumping plant alongside the MD to irrigate a small amount of hectares in the Lagunillas
area. When Gregorio approached Vidal to help him get apoyo for his project with the
government, the latter became interested in the scheme himself44. He already had some
experience growing irrigated vegetables (pepino) on some scale (50 ha) in the vicinity of El
Mentidero and in his mind evolved a plan to rent plots in the new scheme to start growing
other vegetables. Also, he states that he didn’t like the big difference between the ‘haves and
43

At the time of the research, Vidal was constructing an oven on his property to start producing piloncillo from the cane he
grows (not new to the valley, see Van der Zaag, 1992:26). He explained that apart from this sugar product, he can use the
whole of the cane plants in his business. The leaves serve as fodder for his cows and he mixes the remaining terra with
manure and uses it to fertilize his lands organically. Other farmers from the area commented on his frequent involvement in
pursuing new businesses. They also mentioned that many of his projects lacked proper market investigation and financing.
44
It did not become entirely clear as to why Vidal was approached. It most probably had to do with some of the
characteristics of the man, who has an entrepreneurial mindset, seems to be able to connect with the right bureaucrats and
politicians and to unite people for a common cause.
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have-nots’ in the area. The former, with their land situated downstream of MD had
opportunities for irrigated agriculture, whereas the latter, upstream of MD, did not. ‘These
people are mis parientes (my family)’, he says, ‘I felt I should help them out by bringing
irrigation to their lands’.
Vidal remembers how, in the same year, he initiated a couple of meetings for which he
invited some 10 farmers from the Lagunillas area, people from municipal authorities and
water and development agencies. He vividly recalls how they used to meet under a
guamúchiles tree to discuss matters. At first, the idea did not amount to much more than a
small pumping plant servicing an equally small command area. But then Joaquin Cardenas,
former head of CNA district 094 in El Grullo, proposed to have a much bigger area benefit
from the project. The municipality of Autlán was also very much interested in this suggestion
because they saw an occasion to create job opportunities in an area that was characterized by
little more than rain fed maize and some cattle production. He stresses the importance of
him arranging a puerco (pork) from which he offered all who joined the meeting. This
particularly served to win the trust of the larger group of landowners who were to be
involved in the project. Interestingly, from a conversation with the CNA’s manager of
operation it transpired that by the time of the initiation of the Lagunillas extension the state
of Colima was trying to obtain a right to use more water from the dams that feed the AutlánEl Grullo irrigation scheme. He told me that at the time that the people of Lagunillas did not
want to cooperate for the introduction of irrigation with their own money, the CNA told
them that if they would not start using the water, it would be sent to Colima. With the
current extensions in place, he said, Colima will not manage to barter a larger claim to the
water from the dams.
The project eventually comprised two phases. The first, under the government header
‘Desarollo parcelario’, comprised the pumping plant and the tubes up to field level. This was
done in the first year (1999). The second, ‘Fertirrigación’, enabled the construction of the
water tap at field level. Within two years, the project was ready for use. Vidal calls to mind
that all in all, the project came about quite quickly. As I asked him to explain this, he said that
it was the fact that he called in the help from all sides that made it work. Several local
politicians (Javier Galvana, the diputado local, his former schoolmate and the president of
Autlán; Armando Perez Olivan, both PRIistas, which Vidal is not) gave him support. Joaquin
Cardenas also made real effort to get the project running and get permission from several
institutions. Vidal said he himself did not manage to get through the immense bureaucracy.
Vidal explained that when government regulations changed and it a limit was put on the
amount of money with which one group could be supported45, he and Joaquin Cardenas
specifically called for help from diputados, to which Javier Galvana responded. Thanks to his
help they were then granted the money. Otherwise, the project group would have to pay
over 50% of the costs, which would have proved impossible.
Various accounts relate that the landowners had little confidence in the project. They had
been promised the irrigation system for free by local politicians for over decades. Moreover,
as the manager of operation of the CNA explains, the CNA had a particularly bad reputation

45

Unfortunately, it did not become clear to me what the exact amount was.
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with respect to managing funds. Because of the alleged involvement of the CNA, the
landowners did not trust their money with the project. Eventually, Vidal ended up renting
about 100 ha of the scheme for three years. From the money he paid the landowners, they
would have the opportunity to cover the cost of the Fertirrigación programme. After these
initial years Vidal decided to quit his vegetable production in the area. Because of the
increasing tenure costs and little marketing opportunities for his produce it was no longer
profitable. Also, he said he withdrew because people from the area talked negatively behind
his back and accused him of having robbed them through the project46.
Involvement of the WUA
According to Ramon, the WUA has barely been involved in the development of the bombeo
scheme. It was mainly the future users who dealt with CNA and SAGARPA directly. Vidal
recalled that the WUA was apático (apathetic) in the whole project. They for example
refused to sign certain project documents. Vidal reflected on the situation and stated that the
WUA does not want the ampliaciones. He says that they are obstructing the development of
scheme in the direction of Autlán as well (see paragraph 4.3).
Preliminary analysis
From the description it transpires that it was mainly for the initiative and continual
investments of a particular entrepreneurial farmer that the scheme was initiated. He
managed to rally some important actors that had an interest in extending the irrigation
scheme themselves. The CNA played an important role in advocating a larger area for
irrigation. Remarkably, the project also served to maintain the valleys’ claim on the water
from both dams. Furthermore, it was through the mediation and support of local politicians
that important obstacles were overcome. It becomes apparent that the WUA on the other
hand, did not share the interest in extending irrigation and even went as far as to try to
hinder its development. Its control over the extension of the hydraulic boundaries and the
increasing water demand proved limited as the scheme did take off despite this hindrance.
The scheme’s management, operation and maintenance
The scheme is presently managed, operated and maintained by two encargados (overseers) a
general manager and a treasurer. Below, I will describe their individual backgrounds and the
tasks they perform.
Encargados
The scheme’s daily operation and maintenance is currently executed by two encargados:
Elias and Fernando (who goes by the name ‘Mono’). The latter hails from Lagunillas and has
been doing the job for about nine years now, ever since it started running. He did the job on
his own the first three years when the irrigated area was still small47. The former lives in
Rincon de Luisa and was appointed some four years ago, after a few others had been hired
and fired again because of drinking problems. An encargado can be found at the pumping
station 24/7 as a small bedroom tops the plant. According to a fixed schedule they regularly
switch duty throughout the day so that each can attend their own dealings and eat at home.
46

The current president of the scheme proclaimed Vidal to be like Christ. First he helps people out, and then
they crucify him. Other people also told me that he is accused of fraud with project money, but they themselves
did not believe it to be true.
47
Many agave-growers first wanted to outgrow these crops before switching to irrigated agriculture.
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Although they can be found arranging their own business while on duty, they find
themselves having to be available and executing their tasks for most of the time. Both men
are growing crops in the scheme as well. Mono grows maize on a plot owned by his brother
who lives in the US. Elias is cañero on his dad’s plot for which he pays him rent and a share of
the produce.
The tasks of the encargados could be listed: to secure an adequate water level in the MD in
the section from which the pumps take their water. To do so, they operate the cross
regulator downstream of the intake. Obviously, they depend on the canalero in their Zone to
supply them with ample discharge. Mono also mentions the canaleros upstream in the MD to
be responsible for a constant and sufficient water supply. Secondly, they should make sure
that the running pumps are able to process the design discharge by cleaning the ‘sucking
parts’ and the tank (carcomo) every other month.
The encargados both drive an old motorbike48 from the equipo to make their daily recorridos.
The first occurs early in the morning, as they will disconnect all the cane plots that have been
irrigated throughout the night. The second takes place around noon as they set out to close
all the lower lying water taps to make sure the higher terrain receives sufficient pressure to
irrigate in the afternoon. Occasionally, they will visit some of the lower lying plots in the
afternoon as they find the pressure meter indicating a pressure drop. Keeping an eye on the
pressure in the system by means of this meter is an important task of the encargado. It should
be sufficient to irrigate the planned area but not surpass a certain height of pressure since this
will damage the pipe network. Attempts to regulate the pressure by means of an electrical
device (variador de frecuencia) failed, as it could not cope with the unstable power supply.
The latter issue is structuring the operation of the pumps in a broader sense as well. Since the
electricity runs from Autlán, via El Grullo and El Chante to this part of the valley, it
frequently is insufficient and unreliable. Apart from the frequent break-downs they therefore
switch off the pump from 18:00 to midnight, as this naturally is the time for people to be
watching their novelas, as Elias puts it.
Following the encargados
When I arrived at 8:30 am on my first visit to the pump plant halfway through April 2009 I
met Mono who was hanging around a silent plant. He told me the pumps quit running at
6:00 am. After an introductory talk with Mono, Elias arrived on his old chopper bike. They
exchanged a few words about the luz that failed. They seemed neither surprised nor excited
about it. These fails occur about once every fortnight and typically last a couple of hours.
They themselves have little clue as to when it will start running again. But as soon as they
hear humming in the lines above their heads, they will switch on the pumps again. When
Mono left, Elias showed me around the pumping plant. It consists of a carcomo (tank) from
which the pumps take the water into the tube system. From each pump it can be read how
much water passes. Before it enters, the water is filtered so as to prevent the field level drip
lines (sintillas) from blocking. The pressure in the tube system is measured right after the
main tube passes from the plant and a meter is located on top of the steel 18” pipe. I am told
that it should read ‘5’ in order to be able to irrigate the higher grounds. I asked how many
plots are actually part of these ‘higher grounds’. Elias had a hard time coming up with the
48

Elias’ bike broke down while I was there. It was supposed to be replaced by the equipo, but for the time being
he used Mono’s bike and his pickup to get around.
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names of people irrigating over there. The map I brought did not seem to help him much
either as the landowners are often not the ones who are actually using and irrigating the land.
Unable to come up with a satisfactory answer he states: ‘Look, it is just that I have to make
sure that the pressure is there in the afternoons. If it is not, I will ride out and shut water taps
in the lower lying area’.
I joined Elias on my motorbike on a recorrido (round) through the area. We drove past and
visited several plots. The motorbikes allowed us to take shortcuts and drive to places offroad. Whenever we met farmers, in their fields or driving their pickup trucks, Elias waved or
had a small chat. The talk of the day was the luz (electricity) problem about which nobody
really seems to worry given the friendly and calm communication. An older man we met
shows Elias how he had not been able to irrigate due to a field pipe that was crushed by a
truck. He asked him to register it for him so he would not have to pay for the irrigation turn
he did not use. As we drove past fields that are being irrigated, Elias stopped his bike and
switched off the water flow to make sure the upper fields could be irrigated in the afternoon.
He explained that sometimes farmers shut them down themselves, but it frequently comes
down to him doing the job.
As we returned from the recorrido the electricity is available again and Elias switched on a
small diesel pump to fill up part of the tube system with water before starting one of the
bigger pumps. Then we waited until the whole red (network) was filled and switched on the
other pumps as well. After this we sat down for a moment in the shade that the roof topped
place offers. Every now and then farmers from the area passed in their vehicles and some
stopped to take water into a tank placed in their truck from a water pipe that runs from the
main tube. Elias had a friendly chat with them. When the visiting farmer has land in the
scheme, they may exchange information about the sowing or harvesting of certain plots, but
more often the content of the talks deals with broader issues such as the sugarcane prices.
Probably due to my presence and interest in the functioning of the scheme, they chatted
about it and Elias explained its particularities, some of which were new to the passers-by as
well. The encargados will also attend to the filters twice a day and have them spill some water.
This serves to keep them functioning well. Every once in a while a farmer passes who has a
small chat with the encargado about irrigation matters. In the afternoon, as Elias left to have
lunch, two men passed by to tell Fernando they wanted to fertilize their plots. They
discussed an appropriate time for that with him.
Working conditions
The salary the encargados receive is based on the irrigated surface. They get 3.35 Euro per ha
per month; hence their wage differs per month. A good month, like this March, will bring
them 500 Euro each (hence 300 ha irrigated), but April only got both of them 312 Euro
(187 ha). Over the years their salaries did not change much, which points at a more or less
steady irrigated surface. From time to time users provide the encargados with some refrescos
(soft drinks), beers or fruit, but they say they do not receive money from them directly. I
observed that some cattle owners who come to fill their water tanks at the plant give some
small cash to the encargado. Mono complained to me that the job does not offer any security
(health nor pension) and contrasted this with his nine years of dedicated work.
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Manager
During the first few years Vidal, more or less by default, acted as president of the equipo. He
recalled that he had great trouble finding the right horarios (timing) for running the system
so that the demands could be met. At the time, many people took irrigation turns whenever
they pleased without paying their share for running the pumps. They reckoned Vidal would
pay the electricity bill anyway because of his considerable investments in horticulture.49 After
Vidal stopped cultivating in the area, the WUA appointed a manager that hailed from El
Limon. This is something the irrigators in the scheme demanded since they paid the WUA
for their water. The man did not last long as a manager. Both the encargados and the current
manager recounted that he did not have enough knowledge on the hydraulic functioning of
the system. Moreover, since he did not have land in the scheme, he was not very committed
to the project.
Both the WUA’s manager of operation (Ramon) and its president (Garcia) related that
Tobias Sevilla, who subsequently was appointed manager, does a far better job ‘organising
the people’. It certainly helps that he is well known and connected in the area. Assuming
‘office’ four years ago, the first two years he combined the job with his position in agricultural
extension with SAGARPA he had been holding for 27 years. Tobias relates that through his
job he knew both Corrales and Juanjo (as he dubs the WUA’s president) and they therefore
approved his appointment. He explains that in his work he had always been actively involved
in educating groups of farmers/ extentionists. Going against the conventional way of
organising workshops in his work, he made sure the meetings wouldn’t last long and drinks
and liquor were offered at the end. He related that this experience helped him in establishing
the necessary trust in the equipo as well.
Tobias is 56 years old. He has been investing in his terrain in Bellavista as a source of living as
a pensionado. He inherited the four hectares that were his father’s since he was involved in
forming the ejido in the 1930s. They belong to the highest of grounds within the scheme,
situated about 42 meters above the system’s intake. Two years ago he became president of
the ejido Bellavista and delegado in the WUA assembly. The ejido’s treasurer is the same
woman that also serves as treasurer to the equipo de bombeo. Tobias compared his work and
responsibilities as president of the equipo with that of a canalero. Both users and the WUA
board understand him to be the canalero for the scheme. The analogy is even visible as he
currently drives a WUA vehicle (vocho). He gets to use the car since his own truck was stolen
in January. ‘Juanjo’ offered it to him as he finds it important that Tobias can attend to the
various broncas (quarrels) that occur over irrigation matters in the scheme. He receives a
salary with the WUA of 195 Euro per month and has his gasoline costs reimbursed.50 He
finds this a small reward and is thinking about asking the members of the equipo to pay him
0.55 Euro per hectare per month on top of their usual monthly payment for the scheme’s
operation. He confided that his position vis-à-vis the WUA is not an official one. It is simply
a matter between him and the WUA board. He mentioned that arranging it officially would
cause trouble in the WUA’s assamblea.

49

Clearly frustrated, he shared that even up to this day, one of the pumps is still registered with the electricity
company (EDF) in his name. Every time the electricity bill for this pump is not paid, he had trouble. Once he
wanted to buy a tractor, but the bank refused him the money because he had debts with the EDF.
50
The former manager received about 140 Euros per month.
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Group meetings (which I unfortunately was not able to visit) occur about twice a year.
Tobias will arrange a puerco and some drinks. He stated that the members of the equipo have
no use for lengthy meetings so about half an hour is scheduled for discussing matters. At first
there used to be monthly meetings, but only a few farmers showed up and it was a bit costly
to feast on pork meat so often. From the picture that Tobias provides it could be suggested
that the meetings are mainly relevant for constituting his leadership over the scheme, which
puts him in a position where he can make important decisions with respect to the scheme’s
development.
Tobias, as the president of the equipo, is in charge of granting farmers permission to irrigate
when they want to cultivate a specific crop. At the moment this does not go beyond making
sure that no more than 100 ha of sugarcane are grown. He is also the one who will allow
people to join the scheme. At present there are about four farmers that have requested
permission but so far did not join. Tobias decided that it would be good to spread their
entrance into the scheme over time a bit so he allows about two per year.
As was mentioned before, apart from being the manager of the equipo and the president of
the ejido of Bellavista, Tobias is also a delegado in the WUA assembly. According to the WUA
president he never raised issues related to the equipo during the plenary meetings of the
assembly, but arranged matters with the WUA board directly. When I talked to Tobias about
his functioning as a delegado he related to me about the power struggle that is going on
between the two sugarcane organisations and how he sees this reflected in the WUA board
and assembly. He reflects that things should be different and an independent board would
benefit the irrigation scheme, yet he explained that for him it is ‘better to live in the margin’.
That is, he tries not to be too much of a nuisance, ‘a little stone in their shoe’, to the leaders
because then they will have you removed from the assembly. Furthermore, he told how the
sugarcane leaders try to buy themselves delegados by e.g. offering them rights for growing
cane. In turn they also use their position as controllers of the WUA to negotiate with the
refinery and the rival organisation to get more rights to grow can then the other producers’
organisation.
Finances
The water fee that users have to pay with the WUA to irrigate in this area is half of the fee
paid in areas not irrigated por goteo.51 Additionally, irrigators pay a monthly amount to the
equipo’s treasurer that comprises electricity costs, the encargados’ salary and savings. Every
end of the month, when Tobias receives the electricity bills for all three pumps, he calls Elias
and Fernando to draw up the bill for all who irrigated that month. The encargados provide
the data about the amount of land every user irrigated. The treasurer controls a sum of
money (about 2,800 Euro) in order to pay regular and immediate costs. The WUA has the
rest of the equipo’s money (16,700 Euro) for larger rehabilitation and or maintenance
investments. Storing the money with the WUA prevents him from being accused of robbing
the equipo’s funds, he explained. For all of the three pumps Tobias has arranged subsidies
with SAGARPA.

51

It is estimated by canaleros that irrigating por goteo reduces the amount of water used with 75%. No
measuring has been done yet as to how much water is being used by the equipo, but CNA’s jefe de operación was
relating the idea to do so to his boss when I was having lunch with them.
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Maintenance and rehabilitation
Apart from the maintenance works carried out by the encargados, the pumping plant consists
of some vital parts that need revision and replacement. The former is done whenever an
element brakes down (e.g. one of the pumps). The filters (20 pieces) have started rusting
and it is estimated that they will not last much longer than about 1-2 years. They cost about
4,500 Euro per filter. Therefore, Tobias went to see the head of the CNA about it. His idea is
to file the case as a rehabilitation project for which there is federal government support. He
stressed that the crux for preserving the bombeo system is proper maintenance. This requires
adequate saving from year to year so that when something expensive breaks down, the
money to cover the costs of recovering is already there. He illustrated his point by stating
that he knows about two similar plants in Colima that were abandoned after some years for a
lack of capital to invest in new equipment. Hence, both saving and applying for government
support in time (e.g. before the filters actually break down) is essential. Moreover, the
relatively large quantity of horticultural production in the area makes it more sensitive to
short periods of water scarcity. ‘People around here cannot wait, they have to irrigate’,
Tobias stated. To this end, he plans to procure another pump that could substitute one that
breaks down.
Tobias stressed the identity of the equipo’s members as usuarios and mentioned that this
argument was also used in the talks to the former CNA head: ‘We will become usuarios, so
we should receive help (machinery etc.) with maintenance activities from the WUA’. In
practice, however to repair occasional leakages in the network of tubes they have to lobby
with the WUA time and again to get them to send over their machinery. They have received
some odd tubes from the WUA for repairs. Over the time I visited Tobias, he has been
visiting both CNA and WUA offices to talk with the managers about his plans. He knows
that for this year, there is no budget left for projects with government support. His aim is to
have his rehabilitation project in for next year. He said that he would have to keep on
lobbying with both organisations. However, as ‘Juanjo’ is leaving office this year, he is not so
much interested in supporting Tobias’ efforts. The way forward, Tobias explained, would be
to visit the CNA office at about 2:30 pm, when the CNA head is about to leave office. He
would then be invited to talk about it over lunch for which they will arrange Corrales to join
as well. In this way, he is sure the matter will dealt with right away.
New development: volumetric control at plot level
Two plots that were only connected to the scheme this year received a water tap that carries
a volumetric water meter (medidor de flujo). Tobias explained that this is part of a new policy
that he wants to introduce in the scheme to be able to exert more control over the amount of
water farmers actually use. Every farmer that has land that is not yet connected can do so, but
is obliged to install a similar meter as well. The two plots that already received the meter will
be used to see if the meter provides a good image of water use. If it does, he plans to have all
users install one so that everybody will only pay for the water he received.
Preliminary analysis
From the above description of the scheme’s management, operation, maintenance and
finances a number of preliminary conclusions can be drawn. First, the dynamics in water
distribution in the equipo de bombeo differ from those within the irrigation scheme irrigated
by gravity. The daily operation of the scheme and the irrigation turns are less closely
monitored by the canalero (see chapter 3). The equipo, on the other hand, has contracted
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two encargados that more or less fulfil the role of the canalero, yet with some clear differences.
The encargados do not only regulate the distribution of water in the group, they are, to some
extend, also responsible for the irrigation itself. In that sense they are regadores as well (see
previous chapter). Permission for irrigating a plot for a season on the other hand is to be
received with the equipo’s manager.
As we have seen in the analysis of the canaleros, the basis from which they perform their tasks
is, among other things, to be found in a professional pride that is for a large part rooted in a
strong professional culture that exists among them. Yet the ‘canalero’ that was put in place to
oversee the water distribution of the equipo (Tobias) seems to be committed water
distribution in the scheme from a more direct personal ad material interest. First of all, as a
tail-end irrigator he has to secure sufficient pressure in the tube network in order to irrigate.
This requires control over other irrigators since the pressure will be insufficient when they
start irrigating at the same time. Other than the canalero, Tobias has positioned himself as an
obligatory passage point for people who want to start irrigating. This enables him to also
define the terms for entering and thus introduce new measures of water control.
Similar to the initiation phase of the project, it seems that a well-connected, strong leader is
in place to oversee the equipo’s management. Interestingly, both Vidal (the initiator) and
Tobias (the current manager) mention the importance of serving the members of the equipo
with a special dish (puerco) at meetings in order to rally their approval and commitment.
This thus appears to be an important cultural competence (Rap, 2007) that has to be
performed in order to claim leadership and exert influence over a group of people. As was
shown in the case of Vidal, this did not completely pave the way for the implementation of
his ideas, yet it is a common understanding among people who aim to claim leadership that
these are conditions for having people recognise you as a leader and putting their confidence
in you. Unfortunately, similarly to the case portrayed by Rap (2007) the viewpoint of this
analysis does not bring to the fore the ideas and (re)actions of the people who’s ‘hearts and
minds’ are aimed for in the performance of these acts.
While the initiation of the scheme largely went outside of the WUA’s influence, its
management seems to be better controlled by them. Yet, it does become clear that the
relation of the equipo and the WUA comprises the personal relations between the equipo’s
manager and specific members of the WUA board, rather than a more formal connection
between the two groups. It is striking that Tobias has a similar understanding as canalero
Chico (see previous chapter) of the power relations at play in the valley and the WUA board.
He also reckoned Corrales is the man in charge, while Garcia, the WUA president, is only the
latter’s straw-man and not there to stay. The fact that Tobias was appointed by Corrales
suggests that the latter has managed to re-establish some control over this extension of the
irrigation system. The informal connections and the recurrent manner in which lobbying
takes place suggest that while the equipo has established and sustained itself so-far, this part
of the irrigation scheme remains more vulnerable to decay and abandonment. This is not in
the least part structured by the infrastructure that is characterized by a high susceptibility to
breakdowns and reliance on an erratic source of energy.
Following a user
Jose Gutierrez is a 40-something year old cañero who hails from Bellavista. He is one of the
youngest of ten siblings married to a lady from Rincon de Luisa with whom he has had four
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kids. The oldest one (19) studies in Texas. He was involved in the construction of the
carcomo (tank) when he owned a small construction company. Currently, he is cañero on
about four hectares in the Lagunillas area and he manages several plots (in this bombeo
scheme and in other parts of the valley) that belong to his brother who is based in the US.
For this work, Jose receives a share of the sugar produce. He also has a business working the
lands of others with his brother’s tractor. Together with Tobias, Jose represents the ejido
Bellavista in the WUA assamblea. He is also involved in a committee of the CNC52. These
two characteristics, of which I was not aware when I selected this ‘user’, arguably provide
him with a somewhat privileged position in the irrigation scheme. Nonetheless, as the
description and analysis below elaborate, the observation of his engagement in the scheme’s
operational arrangements for water distribution proved valuable to generate an insight into
the typical constraints of day-to-day water access.
On the first occasion that I accompanied Jose for a day, he picked me up at the WUA office
in El Grullo and we drove to his plot in Lagunillas where his worker was already busy
fertilizing. He was mixing the fertilizer in a big can and pumped this into the red de goteo
(field level network of pipes for each row of crops) via the water tap that is located halfway
uphill along the plot. In this way, the fertilizer mixes with more water that is pumped from
the canal. He fertilized the plot in two parts, up and downstream of the water tap so that
there is enough pressure for all of the area to be serviced with the enriched water. It would
take about three hours to fertilize the four hectares, but after a while we notice that the
pressure in the system dropped. The worker switched off the water tap and Jose contacted
Elias (the encargado) over his cell phone to inform him about his problem. After doing so he
ordered his worker to switch to fertilizing the lower part of the terrain that allowed for a
lower pressure. Over lunch Jose related that the altitude of his terrain makes him vulnerable
to these kinds of problems. He knows that other farmers in the equipo do not respect their
turns and open their water taps whenever they want. The encargados do not prevent this
adequately and he accused Mono of favouritism toward people from Lagunillas.
About a month later, when I joined Jose once more, he was about to start fertilizing again.
When we arrived at his plot he set out to investigate whether his terrain had been irrigated
properly the preceding night. He was not satisfied with the state that it was in and explained
that to enable successful fertilizing, the soil has to be bien mojada (well wetted). He
commented on the fact that the encargados would arrange his irrigation overnight, switching
his water taps on and off, but that they really do not care whether your plot is actually
irrigated or not. We stopped at the water tap and he levered the upper switch. From the
meter we noticed that there was enough pressure. Jose tried to reach Elias on his cell phone,
but the encargado did not answer his phone. We went back in Jose’s car and drove to Tobias’
plot. Jose reasons: if he is irrigating, I will switch off my tap, otherwise I will continue
irrigating. On our way to Tobias’ plot, some two kilometres away, Jose pointed out some
taps located in maize/ sorghum plots that have their pressure meters broken and blamed
their users of opening their taps without being able to check whether there is sufficient
pressure or not. This caused trouble as the land can not be irrigated entirely and they will ask
for another turn. He recalled how he once cultivated maíz elotero (corncobs) on a plot
52

It did not become entirely clear what his position was, yet he stated that he was asked to join the committee by Corrales
himself and has been a member for a long time. He explained that he likes to help organise things and also uses the position
to have access to information about the developments in the area and the cultivation of sugarcane in specific. Moreover,
through the network of CNC members, he is able to obtain wage work he performs with his tractor.
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located close to that of Tobias. His neighbour kept shutting his water tap and he ended up
using the maize as fodder. Currently, he uses the land to graze some cattle because there will
not be enough pressure to irrigate it properly and he does not like to pelear (fight) about it. I
asked him how Tobias manages to have sufficient water reaching his plots. When Jose did
not respond I asked him whether it was related to his position as a manager. He answered
that this may be the case, however, all users are equal, he emphasised.
When we arrived at Tobias’ plot, we found him alongside his field, filling out some irrigation
requests for two farmers. We noticed he is irrigating his plot. Jose called Elias again to ask
him whether he needed the pressure arriba con Tobias. He responded by saying that he did.
Jose had to switch off his tap. Elias could not tell him when he would have his turn. Jose
sighed and said that this happens all the time. Sometimes he would even go check his
irrigation during the night. He would find that his plot was not being irrigated and he was
not informed about it. Still, he would have to pay as though he did receive his water. So, he
claimed, the fee I pay for the electricity, salaries etcetera is not fairly related to the services I
receive. He compared the situation with another, smaller bombeo equipo that he is part of
through managing his brother’s lands. There, users irrigate one by one using tubería. They
pay for the exact amount of time that the pump is running and for the regador who irrigates
all of their plots.
Preliminary analysis
It could be argued that Jose is not an average user, being a delegado for the area and
connected to the WUA leadership through his membership of the CNC committee. Yet,
even he has difficulties receiving enough water for irrigation and fertilization. The encargados
seem unable to control the irrigation turns in the scheme and therefore some of the higher
grounds in the scheme are unsuitable for cultivating irrigated crops. On the other hand, it
transpires that the equipo’s manager has less trouble accessing the water. It also becomes
apparent that the users’ dependency on the encargado as the one who irrigates their plot is
not always their choice or lack of interest. They seem to have little control over their
irrigation turns quality of irrigation. In general, it appears that while a certain rotation
schedule is in place, actual timing of irrigation turns is organised on a more ‘ad hoc’ basis that
includes irrigators appropriating water without permission.

4.3

Equipo de bombeo ‘A utlán’

In this paragraph, the second bombeo case is presented and contrasted with the former.
Bombeo nr. 153 is the largest and first share of about 4,000 ha that are in the process of being
developed into area fed by irrigation por bombeo. The four shares will extend the irrigated
area in the valley and replace both irrigation por pozo profundo54 and smaller bombeo schemes
from which irrigation currently takes place. The project area of Bombeo nr. 1 covers parts of
53

The project is known by this name in CNA circles. It is neither the first project along the MD chronologically or spatially.
Yet, it is the first of the four projects that involved in this ‘extension round’ that received funding and started constructing
infrastructure. The two projects that I have been investigating are both located in the vicinity of Autlán and many people
from the area refer to them as the Autlán bombeo projects.
54
The pumps have been constructed during the jitomate-boom in cooperation with the companies that cultivated the crops
(see also van der Zaag (1992:39, 40)). Most p.p. have their own pump, while ejidatarios usually share a pump with about 10
others. Some 8-10 years ago, almost all farmers got their water ‘technificated’ by means of the fertirrigación programme.
Only a few still irrigate por rodado.
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the ejido and pequeño propietario land listed in Table 1. The names mentioned with every
ejido are the men that together constitute the equipo’s directive.
Table 4.1. Land units that fall within the project area of Bombeo nr. 1 and their respective
representatives for the project.
Unit
Representative
Pequeños Propietarios Autlán
Refugio Peña
Ejido Autlán
Luís Velasco
Ejido San Francisco
Arturo Nuñez Ramirez
Ejido Mezcitan
Garmella Gomez
The project deals with 1,425 ha and about 165 landowners. About 50 to 60% of the land is
pequeño propietario land. The current cropping pattern comprises about 400 ha of sugarcane
and about 1000 ha cultivated with maize, horticultural crops and some agave55. The tomato
production, which was booming during the 70’s and 80’s, has virtually vanished from the
area. At the time of the research, the pumping plant was being constructed (see photo 15)
From this plant, up to 1m3/s would be pumped up hill to where two rebombeos would be
taking the water even farther uphill.
Finding support and arranging finances
The following description of the project’s initiation has been drawn up from data that was
collected following and interviewing two of the equipo’s representatives: Luís Velasco and
Refugio Peña. In it I will present the way in which the equipo seeks to establish a bombeo
scheme from the perspective of its leaders.
The leader of the bombeo venture is Luís Velasco. He is an ejidatario in his early sixties who
owns some livestock (cows) and cultivates agave, maize and sugarcane. The latter he
practices on a three-hectare plot close to the MD in zone 4 (with canalero Pancho), the
former on about eight and three hectares respectively on the outskirts of the designated area
of Bombeo nr. 1. The three hectares of maize are irrigated by means of a pozo profundo. He
borrowed the right to use it from his brother. He owns another twenty hectares of
cultivatable land that he uses only to graze the cows and grow rain-fed maize from time to
time. He envisions the whole thirty-hectare56 area to be irrigated once the bombeo system is
in place. Refugio Peña, the second man in the equipo’s leadership, is the president of the
organisation of private landowners in Autlán.
According to the initiators the plan to make water from behind the dam(s) available to
irrigate this area has been around ever since the scheme to irrigate the valley was drawn up.
The idea to extent the irrigation system by means of pumping stations has been around as
long (Zaag, 1992: 33). Reasons that are brought up by various agencies to justify the
extension are the dropping groundwater level, which Van der Zaag (1992:40) already
mentioned, and the relatively high costs of irrigating with groundwater pumps. About seven
years ago (2002), just after the Lagunillas project was up and running, four men representing
55

Much of the agave cultivated in the area is in a bad state. About a decade ago many farmers started to grow agave under
contract. However, the market quickly got saturated and very little can be earned from it these days.
56
Luís bought the plots from the time he started to work as a ganadero in the mid-eighties. The last 18 ha he bought in 1993.
He put them all under different names since the law prohibited an ejidatario to have multiple plots.
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the various land concessions came together to initiate action on bringing surface water to the
area for irrigation. They visited the offices of the municipality, CNA and SAGARPA and
tried to animate the farmers from the area to support the idea. With the help of Joaquin
Cardenas, the head of the CNA department in El Grullo by that time, they contracted a
private engineer to draw up a design for a system that would enable irrigation from the MD
straight to the individual plots. The design went through various revisions by the CNA in
Mexico. Yet after a few years it was decided that the CNA itself would deliver the design.
The process slowed down due to some of the controversies that are described in the next
paragraph.
The initiators think that failing support of various agencies that are in a position to enable
their project to develop is related to party politics. If a certain political party (‘colour’57) does
not benefit, support will not be given. They themselves seem very pragmatic in their
approach to politicians. In their search for support they tried to involve politicians from
different parties58. They for instance tried to get Nicolas Morales (diputado federal from
districto 18 for PAN) to help them out, but he did not respond to their request.
Subsequently, they went to Yolanda Rodríguez Ramíres (diputada federal of district 18 for
PRI), who hails from Rincon de Luisa. When I asked Luís how he got to talk to her he tells
that one of his brothers told him he should have a try with this diputada, a friend of his. He
went to the local office of the PRI and arranged to meet her. He told her about his project
and how he felt that ‘Mexico’ was very ‘closed’ to them and how he believed she could be a
‘key’ to open this up. She told him: I have no responsibility in the commission that deals with
these matters, but I do have some friends that are also PRIistas and are on the commission.
In 2007, the diputada arranged for the whole group to visit Mexico-city where Luís met the
president of the Comisión Hidráulico. Apparently this all contributed to the project’s
approval, because in 2008, the project was granted the money for its realisation. However, as
the CNA-Mexico did not approve the designs in time, the right to the money passed. This
year they found themselves in the process of arranging the money again. Yet this time, they
aimed to do so via the Governor of the state of Jalisco. They did so via their contact with
Joaquin Cardenas, who advised them to take this route and talked to the Governor’s officials
for them. Next to that, they arranged a meeting with the Governor’s secretary when the
former visited Autlán to attend a special church ceremony in May 2009. In June 2009, they
were granted the money from the state.
None of the parties are interested in shutting down the pozos or withdrawing the pumping
right. They reason that is will be useful when the bombeo system might fail and for drinking
water on plot level. CNA states that water use from the pumps will regulate itself since the
costs of getting water in that manner are much higher.

57

Interestingly, the initiators of the scheme refer to the blue of the houses next to the pumping plant (see photo 15) as the
colour of the PAN, the political party to which the present Governor of Jalisco is affiliated, that granted them the money to
start the project.
58
Interestingly, Luís refers to both bureaucrats of the CNA and politicians as ‘politicos’ as he understands the former have
acquired their positions as a result of good connection with politicians, hence they are part of the same ‘game’.
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Some controversies that arose in the process
El Corcobado II vs. Bombeo schemes
Throughout the years, there has been recurrent talk among various actors (e.g. politicians
that promised an irrigation system to the Lagunillas area) about the construction of El
Corcobado II, a dam upstream of the current system’s intake. This dam would be located
high enough to generate possibilities to irrigate much of the potentially irrigated area to the
right of the MD. It would also hold the possibility to augment Autlán’s domestic water
supply and generate electricity. Several important actors from the valley have shown an
interest in developing the dam. This interest is interlocked with political campaigns such as
the one of Juan Gonzales (cañero, former diputado federal for the PRI and presidente of the
CNPR at federal level), who was running for diputado federal of district 18 for the elections
at the 5th of July 200959. Furthermore, there is alleged interest and involvement of owner
Zugarmex group to invest in the dam to win electricity. It is said that Juan Gonzales has been
involved in proliferating the idea and lobbying with the CNA when he was diputado federal
(plurinominal60) three years ago on behalf of this group.
The landowners in designated area explain time and again that they do not oppose the idea
of constructing a dam to enable irrigation by gravity. Yet, they would warmly welcome
quicker access to water in a manner that is less costly than their current pumping of
groundwater. Moreover, they suspect that the politically powerful in the valley (Zugarmex
group) aim to gain control over the water resources directed from the two dams. They argue
that these people could become the virtual owners (thus literally gatekeepers) to the
irrigation scheme when they would manage to start winning electricity from the dam.
A feasibility study (estudio de factabilidad) that was conducted by the CNA about three years
ago shows the dam option is too high an investment. According to government standards,
beneficiaries (in this case the irrigators and the municipality) should be able to repay in a
fixed number of years, which would be impossible according to the study results. The study
showed that the bombeo alternative on the other hand, with its continual electricity costs, is
viable.
CNA: Mexico-City vs Guadalajara
Within the ranks of the CNA there is disagreement over the design of the scheme. The CNA
in Mexico-City wants water pumped to a tank and distributed by gravity from there.
Guadalajara wants system ‘under pressure’. This disagreement caused considerable delay in
the process of designing the project. An agreement was struck in which Bombeo nr. 1 will
receive the system as willed by CNA Guadalajara, while the remaining three projects will be
designed according to CNA-Mexico’s logic.
WUA vs equipos de bombeo
From interviews with both the WUA president and the leaders of the equipo, it became clear
that the relationship between the WUA’s board and the leaders of the (future) equipos is
strained. The WUA, by mouth of its president and members of the assamblea, said the are
badly informed about the effects that the extension will produce for the existing system.
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He lost the elections.
This position is similar to that of a diputado federal. Yet, these diputados are not elected through any district. A person can
only be diputado federal as representative of a district once, yet being a diputado federal ‘plurinominal’ does not count as
such.
60
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They feared both water scarcity in case of overall drought in the area and flooding problems
due to failure of the pumping plant or the electricity network. They are dependent on the
CNA in Guadalajara and Mexico-City to provide them with sound judgement, as they
themselves are not experts on the matter. Yet, they do feel they are not completely ignorant
about it either and question the ‘laissez-faire’ attitude that the CNA adopts. Therefore, they
hesitate to cooperate. As the president puts it: ‘if my name will be under the signed papers to
approve the projects and the project will harm the interests of the usuarios, they will accuse
me of having misrepresented them’. At the same time he understands that there is little room
for manoeuvre for them as they find the equipos and their projects have the favour of both
CNA and government members on state level. As Jesus Corrales put it during the WUA’s
junta de assamblea in May: ‘they are playing it politically’61, adding to it a tone that made the
projects’ progress seem inevitable.
With the leaders of the different equipos there is rhetorical reference to beginning of the
irrigation scheme when El Grullo ‘received’ the offices to host the system’s management
instead of Autlán. They recalled how the developers at the time were looking for a suitable
place to locate the district offices from which the irrigation system would be managed. The
municipality of Autlán was first approached, but the malos politicos (bad politicians) of the
time were not interested in hosting the system’s administration. In this way the offices ended
up in El Grullo. Since then, the control over the management has been with people from El
Grullo. Hence the disinterest in extending the irrigation system in Autlán’s direction, Luís
argues. And now, he reasoned, people from Autlán have to go all the way to El Grullo to pay
their fees.
The leaders of the equipo would like to function as independent as possible from the existing
WUA by getting their own concession from the CNA and form their own WUA. They have
frequently mentioned this to the CNA officials in Guadalajara. Yet the WUA board do not
want this new institution to be formed and they also went to see the head of the CNA in
Guadalajara about it. Members of the bombeo equipos accused the local CNA department to
be ‘with’ the WUA in the matter. When I talked to the head of this department, I was told
that having another WUA was technically impossible as the existing WUA already has the
concession to the water from the dams. However, when I talked to Joaquin Cardenas in
Guadalajara it turned out that the CNA at state level is willing to prepare a feasibility study to
investigate the (economic) preferability of creating a separate WUA, with their own
concession62. The equipo’s leaders envision that once they have received their own
concession they will unite with the other bombeo equipos along the MD and in this way
improve their position as usuarios vis-à-vis the vested interests of the sugarcane lobby and
the users within the old hydraulic boundaries of the scheme that irrigate by gravity.

4.4

Conclusion

This chapter aimed to reveal the respective modes in which these ‘bombeo schemes’ and their
access to water have been organized and sustained. It also examined their position vis-à-vis
the rest of the irrigation scheme (redefinition of hydraulic boundaries) and the wider
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It is ironic, to say the least, that it is Corrales who made this remark as it transpires from the thesis that he is perhaps the
foremost man who ‘plays it politically’.
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It could of course be the case that the CNA in Guadalajara is looking technical arguments to dismiss the matter. Yet, it
also hints at different interests within the CNA.
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institutional and socio-political arrangements in the region. From the preceding description
of the organisation and development of the bombeo extensions the following issues came to
the fore.
Important characteristics of the schemes’ organisation:
operation and management
An important characteristic of the scheme’s operation is the relative scarcity of water. The
availability of water is constraint by the capacity of the pumps and managerial inefficiencies.
As a result there is no free choice of crops for the farmers. Moreover, in some cases, land that
is located within the command area of the pumps is not cultivated with irrigated crops
because of the risk of crop failure due to shortage of water. It became clear that even the wellconnected irrigators have difficulties arranging sufficient water to reach their plot. Another
typical feature of the scheme that structures its operation is its dependency on electricity
supply. This clearly structures the daily distribution of water as on some parts of the day it is
not possible to run the pumps. It also brings extra costs for cultivation that renders e.g. cane
production less profitable. In combination with the erratic supply of water this leads various
cañeros to look for opportunities to cultivate other crops.
As a result of the relative scarcity of water and the high costs of irrigation, the Lagunillas
equipo’s leader seeks to establish better volumetric control over the water through the
requirement of the installation of meters at plot level. Hence, in this case, volumetric water
control is not only related to generating water savings at system level, but emerges from the
aspiration to reduce electricity costs. While the conditions for irrigation are perhaps less
favourable than in the older, gravity-fed system, the irrigation infrastructure and the
organisation of the equipo on the other hand are important for the area as landesque capital63.
That is, the value of the land has risen and this benefits the landowners who have the
possibility to rent out their lands.
Some important actors
Some important actors in the operation, maintenance and management of the schemes are
the encargados, the manager and the person responsible for the financial administration. The
canaleros play a more marginal role in local water distribution for the bombeo schemes. As we
saw in the former chapter, the canaleros justify their distance from daily water allocation by
referring to the expected self-regulation that would follow from the high costs of irrigation.
With respect to the claims to leadership it was observed that the cultural performance of
serving a special dish was an important feature of actors to establish their leadership in the
initiation and management of the scheme. Furthermore, it transpired that the leadership of
the scheme is closely connected to and paid for by the WUA management from which it
derives part of its authority. It seems to lack a basis in any democratic mode of organisation
as the description of the meetings suggested. It was also shown that the current leader
manages to ascertain a sufficient water supply to his fields that are located in the tail end area.
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Landesque capital does not only follow from the infrastructure as the water availability at plot level is also very much
structured by appropriate operation, maintenance and hence management of the scheme.
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The roles of actors in the initiation, development and
management of the schemes
Irrigators
Firstly, there is the central role of local entrepreneurs for the initiation and development of
the extension of the irrigation scheme. Other than for instance the rehabilitation and
construction of the new dam that Van der Zaag (1992) described, and the modernisation
projects that will be touched upon in the next chapter, the projects find their root in the
prolonged efforts and investments of individual (extra)local farmers. In the case of the
Lagunillas extension, their motivation for initiating the project in the area was not solely
grounded in the want for irrigated agriculture. Apart from access to the water network, the
project also enabled access to the electricity network.
The CNA
Secondly, the head of the CNA, by the time of the projects’ initiation, played an important
role. He ‘embraced’ the projects by trying to create an enabling environment and actively
supporting the initiators’ interests. Also it was him who proposed to enlarge the project’s
area to benefit more future users. As it is currently only half of the area that is actually being
irrigated, it could be argued that this points at his bureaucratic/ political aspirations with the
project rather than an aim to sustain irrigated agriculture in this area. During the process in
which the design choices where made, the CNA took hold of the drawing up of the design
and executed a feasibility study from which the ‘pump option’ is now propagated.
Elected politicians
It clearly follows from this case that the extension of the irrigated area in the valley is not
confined to the hydraulic bureaucracy and water user’s organisations. Rather, it has been
subject to the dynamics of electoral politics and the political ambitions of various local
politicians. The promise of receiving a connection to the water network for free made by
some of them have led part of the population to become disappointed and suspicious about
the extension projects. As was shown, this has led to difficulties in re-gaining their trust.
Furthermore, the interlocked interests of regional power holders and runner-up politicians
has delayed and put pressure on the development of the ‘Autlán’ extension. With the
initiators pragmatism in dealing with politicians was observed as they search for a political or
bureaucratic64 link through which they can find (financial) government support and
overcome obstacles in the bureaucratic system. This support ultimately proved vital in the
realisation of the irrigation extension projects. This befits the picture that Van der Zaag
(1992) and Rap (1993) draw up in which local actors have frequently sought to change
particular arrangements in the area by establishing relations with actors from outside the
valley.
The WUA
An important observation is that the extensions are not WUA-driven. On the contrary, the
role of the WUA leaders has been one of actively opposing the enlargement of the hydraulic
boundaries of the irrigation scheme. Apart from the direct possible threats that the schemes
hold (water scarcity in the tail en of the gravity fed system, flooding canals when the
electricity supply fails) this opposing stance could be explained from their concern with the
64

A distinction that they themselves do not adhere to. To them, bureaucrats and politicians are all ‘politicos’, i.e. part of the
same power and resources games.
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control over the hydraulic boundaries and (rising) water demand. They also may fear the
loss of control over their water concession and the recovery of water fees as the equipos
would become an independent WUA.
In the case of ‘Lagunillas’, it was observed that the WUA has become more actively involved
in the management of the equipo. This enrolment was driven from both sides as the
members of the equipo actively sought their incorporation in the WUA by stressing their
identity as usuarios. They pay a water fee to the WUA, hence they expect services in return.
The WUA board, in return, seems to have gained some control over the equipo as the
manager is on their payroll and highly committed to the scheme’s proliferation as he has
strong material interests in both maintaining the equipo and his position as their manager.
Still, it was noticed that the sustainability of the scheme requires recurrent active lobbying by
the manager with the WUA and CNA leadership. This suggests a higher vulnerability to
deteriorating conditions for irrigation and ultimately abandonment of the scheme than the
rest of the irrigation system faces. At present, bombeo users, which seemed to have emerged
as a particular ‘new form’ of water users, form a minority group vis-à-vis other users in the
WUA. This situation might change as larger extension areas are being developed. What is
more, the Autlán equipo actively seeks to establish itself independent from the existing WUA
and aims to incorporate the other extensions as well. In this search for independency, the
equipo’s leaders actively draw on their identity as irrigators from Autlán, but also discursively
distinguish themselves from the other users in the irrigation system by creating an image of
the ‘wastefull gravity irrigators’ vis-à-vis themselves, the ‘highly water-efficient irrigators’ that
are not only dependent on water supply, but also require electricity.
With respect to the WUA itself, it can be concluded from the material presented in this
chapter that arrangements with the equipos are organised by certain board members instead
of formally through the WUA assembly.
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Photo 11 An encargado shutting down a water tap.

Photo 12 A user opening the box that holds the water taps next to his plot of sugarcane
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Photo 10 The manager and both encargados drawing up the monthly fees.

Photo 11 The pumping plant.
To the left one of the motorbikes, to the right the roof-topped area with filters. On top of the
building that stores the pumps the casita where one of the encargados spends the night.

Photo 12 An encargado in between the filters.
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Photo 13 A worker fertilizing sugarcane.

Photo 14 A volumetric water meter at plot level.

Photo 15 Construction of pumping plant for Bombeo nr. 1.
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Photo 16 Part of the bombeo equipo of Autlán in Mexico-City in the ‘congresso de diputados’
(photo taken of a photo).
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5 MODERNIS ATION
5.1 Introducti on
In his overview of irrigation development and modernisation, Van Halsema (2002:13)
depicts that towards the end of the twentieth century ‘‘scientifically’ modern irrigation
became increasingly defined as the capacity to save water in the conveyance process, and
deliver it in the right quantities and timings for the optimalisation of crop production’. This
aim resonates in the objective of ‘tecnificación’ (technification) that is referred to in policy
documents of the CNA (CNA, 2007) and by CNA officials at different levels. They envision
the future of irrigation as a better use of the available water by means of reducing conveyance
losses and applying adequate amounts of water for various crops. In short their objective is to
produce ‘more crop per drop’. Typical instruments that are propagated to generate water
savings comprise volumetric water control through measuring the water flows conveyed to
every the different parts of an irrigation system and the pricing of water (Plusquellec et al.,
1994). To enhance efficiency at plot level, precision supply devices such as drip or sprinkler
irrigation should be introduced and the fields should be levelled (CNA 2007, 2009a).
To find out how these ideas and instruments have trickled down in the operation of the
irrigation scheme, in which the widely held opinion that water is abundant prevails (cf. Van
der Zaag, 1992), this chapter examines the particular modernisation efforts that have been
introduced to the area (infrastructural modernisation (tubería), drip irrigation (fertirrigación;
riego por goteo) and the manner in which water use is accounted for. The study of these
particular interventions (Long and van der Ploeg, 1989) will also investigate the roles that
various actors play and have played in the modernisation projects. The chapter does not aim
to provide a thorough account of actual water use and biomass production in the valley. This
is beyond the scope of the research, as this information would have to be gathered by
actually conducting measurements. The fact that the information on which such an analysis
should be based is not available with the systems’ management highlights one of the
arguments that this chapter develops.

5.2 Tubería projects
From 2000 onwards, the irrigation system has been subject to the modernisation of its
infrastructure. On the level of the secondary and tertiary canals, tubes are replacing open
concrete canals, which formed the basic outline of the system. These networks of tubes are
referred to as tubería. They consist of an intake from the primary canal from which the water
is diverted into tubes of gradually diminishing diameters as the network expands into the
lower lying areas. Every four hectares within the command area of a tubería network are
serviced from a field intake (hydrante) from which the water is diverted into a series of field
level pipes that distribute the water over the furrows in between the crop lines. These pipes
are referred to as multicompuertas. Control over the water flow in the tubería network can be
gradually exerted at the intake, some division points and by operating the hydrantes at field
level. The pipe systems are argued to save water because of the reduction of conveyance
losses on the level of the canals and at plot level.
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The first canal to be replaced by tubería was in the tail-end area of the right bank canal (close
to the village of El Chante). The initiative to replace this canal, of which a large part was in a
deteriorated state, was with the contemporary head of the CNA, Joaquin Cardenas. He had
previously served with the CNA in an area in which tubería had been introduced. He
contacted the farmers directly, arranged their approval of an undertaking that would install
tubería and later presented the idea to the WUA assamblea who accepted the plan as a pilot
project. Joaquin Cardenas, like many others, related that at this time, farmers were not really
in favour of introducing the new technology, as they were not sure it would yield good
results. Although it is said that the first projects were badly designed and still provide
problems in getting sufficient water for all farmers in these tubería networks, the CNA
pressed on and managed to initiate various other projects across the irrigation scheme.
After a few years the CNA transferred the responsibility of developing new tubería projects
and maintaining them to the WUA. As the WUA president explains, the CNA no longer65
provides finances for the rehabilitation of open canals. Therefore, they aim to replace about
85% of the concrete canals (with the exception of the main canal) by tubería networks. Only
the areas that have an altitude for which the difference in head between the main canal and
these particular areas is too small to produce sufficient pressure will not receive the new
infrastructure. The table below presents the irrigated area in the irrigation scheme that is
serviced by means of tubería as of May 2009.
Table 5.1 Irrigated area in the irrigation scheme that is serviced by means of tubería as of May
2009 per zone.
Zone Irrigated Surface (IS) IS serviced with tubería IS serviced with tubería
(ha)
(ha)
(%)
1
1.524,76
487,92
32
2
2.297,72
206,79
9
3
1.714,88
583,06
34
4
2.647,12
1.058,85
40
5
2.019,23
747,12
37
6
2.974,29
1.487,15
50
7
1.356,90
no data available
no data available
Total
13.178
4.570,89
35
Source: WUA (2009b)
As the operational manager, Ramon Ruiz, explained, people with little experience in the field
designed the first projects behind a CNA desk. This led them to calculate the capacity of the
tubería system based on optimal conditions. He went on to state that they failed to take into
account the actual water requirements66 in a scheme that is operated by people and
suboptimal conditions for irrigation. Besides, it was rumoured that Joaquin Cardenas (CNA
head of District 094 at the time) had the projects designed and constructed by companies of
befriended engineers. This did not enable a critical working environment and did not
challenge the incentive of the companies to deliver their work with the least possible costs.

65

Unfortunately, I could not find out when this ended.
In practice, ‘actual’ water requirements, as we have seen in the previous chapter, are not so much drawn up from fixed
parameters but negotiated in the field between the irrigators and the canalero.
66
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Nowadays, the operational manager of the WUA, coordinates the extended development of
tubería projects. He related that he determines the order of the areas in which the projects
will take place by investigating the relative willingness of the respective users. Interestingly,
there is no role for the delegados who represent a certain area. Ramon explained that the
delegados are not so much interested in the development of their areas. He understands they
are mainly in the assamblea for personal gains and their relation to either of the two groups
(respectively affiliated to the CNC and CNPR) competing for control over the WUA. This
example illustrates the importance of the regional power struggle pertaining to the WUA, its
policy and projects (see chapter 2). It implies that the delegados are not interested in the
particularities of the development of the infrastructure. While they may be interested in
modernisation of the irrigation infrastructure for various reasons, it suggests their interest in
water saving technologies for water saving purposes is limited.
When an area is selected, Ramon would contract a company to draw up a design for a tube
network. Himself and the respective canalero cooperate in designing the scheme. While the
tubería generally replaces the older open canal infrastructure, the command area of the
irrigation scheme has been extended in some areas with the introduction of the tubería. In
one case, it was Pancho who mediated on behalf of a lower lying area that did not receive
irrigation before to be included in the newly designed network. When the design concept is
ready, a meeting is held with the beneficiaries of the project in which they are informed
about the design and have the possibility to raise questions. When the project design is
finished, and after it has been approved by the CNA in El Grullo, the proposal goes to CNA
Guadalajara to be examined to see if it is eligible for funding67. Afterwards, Ramon selects a
local construction company from a list provided by the CNA68.
The attitude of the irrigators towards the modernisation projects nowadays has changed
from a hesitant stance to a general sense of pride at the modernisation of the system’s
infrastructure. Also, they express their appreciation for the fact that the tubería makes their
work easier as the ditches on field level, in which they had to construct small dams in order
to irrigate every furrow with water, have been replaced by the multicompuerta tubes. The
saving of water was hardly mentioned by irrigators as a beneficial result of the tubería
projects, not even in the tail end areas (e.g. El Chante). This could be explained as a result of
their perception that there are no water savings occurring at plot level. Yet, it is more likely
that they are simply not so much interested in saving water since water has virtually always
been abundant in the valley.
Tubería projects and how they pertain to water distribution
With respect to the dynamics of water distribution in tubería networks (see chapter 3 for a
more detailed account), canalero Pancho explained that the former tail end users, which
cultivate their crops in the lower lying areas, are better off with the newly installed
infrastructure. He explained that it is now ‘the lower chickens shitting on the higher ones’69,

67

Although some projects have been postponed for one year, so far all of them have received funding.
In order to be able to work with local companies, it is arranged that a project does not exceed the costs for which a
National tender for construction companies is to be held. This is done by splitting a project into various phases that all have
their own financial costs.
69
This saying that pictures upstream users as the chickens sitting on a stick above the downstream users and unleashing
their faeces on the ones below is frequently referred to among water users, canaleros and managers alike. It is used both to
describe the situation between up- and downstream canaleros and between up-and downstream irrigators. To me, it seemed
68
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as the lower one’s are able to influence the pressure available in the head end of the system
by opening their own hydrantes. Whether in fact this produces any significant effects in the
water distribution along a tubería line did not become clear to me as I was not able to
perform measurements. Yet the fact that it is mentioned by the canalero suggests that it is a
factor of some importance that structures water distribution in tubería networks.
The conveyance of water flows by means of tubería has led to less trouble with the wetting of
plots during the time they are subject to irrigation suspension. Previously, leaking or
overflowing canals would frequently cause undesired irrigation when a neighbouring plot
was to be irrigated. However, the overflow of water from one plot to another when irrigation
is done without caution is not omitted. A particular problem related to the hydrantes at field
level is the fact that they are prone to destruction by the trucks that are used to transport the
harvested cane. Therefore, the WUA board issued a decree that all hydrantes should be
marked with a coloured pole planted next to them. Also, at some points where the pipes are
put close to the surface where they cross an unpaved road in the field, the heavy pressure
from these same trucks has damaged them. Interestingly, these damages are clearly visible as
the pressurized water forms fountains whenever the leak is above the surface and wet soil
appears if leakage is occurring subsurface. Even minor water losses, such as a water tap that
has not been shut adequately are easily detected as they generally produce a fountain of
water.
Finances
Each project’s costs are covered by the CNA (50%), the state of Jalisco (13%) and the users
themselves (37%). The latter part, on average 250 Euro per hectare, is occasional paid
through credit from the CNC. Overall, the WUA is satisfied with the time in which payment
of the projects by the users occurs. Some users are reminded to pay their share by the
canalero who denies them their irrigation turn before they have received approval of the
WUA management that they can irrigate again. The board then usually makes an
arrangement with the user to postpone the payment until after the harvesting of his crop.
While the water fee for farmers irrigating with riego por goteo is half of the normal fee, the fees
do not change with the introduction of the tubería (see Annex III). The manager of
operation explains that the boards, who are in office only for three years, are mainly
interested a sufficient amount of money coming in for the WUA. He says that he raised the
following issue with them: he thought that it would be fair for the people who invested in
tubería and now consume less water should also pay less. This could be an incentive for the
others to develop water saving technologies. But the board refused, stating that there would
be insufficient money coming in. This discussion and the resulting refusal of the WUA board
to adept the water prices suggests that the board members are not so much interested in the
saving of water at system level. This raises the question why they would be interested in the
tubería projects in the first place. Through interviews with both the WUA president and its
manager of operation, it became clear that the current WUA board, appropriates the
modernisation of the scheme’s infrastructure as their achievement70. The amount of land
that the expression is part of a common understanding of a status quo in up- and downstream relations that is bound to be
this way.
70
In a conversation I had with the WUA president, he stressed that while some of the boards that preceded them had
mainly used WUA money to enrich themselves, this board managed to procure a considerable amount of heavy machinery
and install a large amount of tubería projects.
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that is now served with irrigation from a tube network serves as an indicator of their
investments in the irrigation scheme. This was clearly illustrated from the fact that the
manager of operation experienced pressure from the board members to have even more
projects installed within their term. In a conversation I had with the WUA president, he
stressed that while some of the boards that preceded them had mainly used WUA money to
enrich themselves, this board managed to procure a considerable amount of heavy
machinery and install a large amount of tubería projects. This suggests that on top of
presenting the modernisation projects as their achievement, the WUA board also employs
these (highly visible) investments to defend itself against the prevailing accusations and the
discourse of corruption (see chapter 3). What is more, the WUA president compared the
achievements made under his management to that of former boards and concluded that they
must have been channelling WUA money for their own benefits in instead of investing in the
irrigation system as they clearly failed to achieve as much as his board did.
Preliminary analysis
The introduction of tubería in the irrigation scheme was initiated by the CNA and later on
transferred to the WUA. Other than in the case of extension of the irrigation scheme, the
users themselves have not been advocating this change. While the conveyance and
distribution of water via a pipe system leads to a reduced visibility of water flows in the field
(see also chapter 3), the projects themselves are a visualisation of achievement of progress
that the WUA board appropriates. They are used to show as a result of the board’s
investments in the system. As was shown, the board’s aim to establish visible achievements
led to a particular institutional dynamic that put pressure on the operational manager to
initiate tubería projects at a faster rate. Hence, the infrastructure modernisation clearly serves
an institutional goal and arguably contributes to the interests of the WUA board members of
establishing their control over the WUA and in the valley at large. The board and the WUA
delagados display much lesser interest in the possibilities the new technology may offer for
water saving ends. This was illustrated from their unchanged fee policy.

5.3 Other ‘ technificati on’ ef forts
Two other developments that are taking place in order to achieve a more efficient water use
in the valley are the levelling of plots and the earlier mentioned fertirrigación programme.
Both programmes are heavily subsidized by the CNA and the state of Jalisco. While the
former has been conducted by the majority of users, the latter that comprises riego por goteo
(drip irrigation) has only been installed by a handful of smallholders who produce
horticultural crops and a few large-scale farmers that produce melons or lemons for export.
There is a general agreement among farmers, CNA and WUA management alike that riego
por goteo is not suitable for the irrigation of sugarcane. The main reason mentioned is that
sugarcane needs a lot of water, which the drip lines simply could not supply. Besides, the
head of the local CNA explains that the robust drip lines that are necessary for the irrigation
of cane are quite expensive. When these will become more affordable, farmers may switch to
using them. So far, riego por goteo to irrigate sugarcane is only practiced in the ‘Lagunillas’
extension. There is some discussion among irrigators in this scheme whether the drip
irrigation technique is responsible for the lower produce that their lands generate (see
chapter 4).
Preliminary analysis
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As with the medidores de flujo at plot level, the absence of widespread introduction of drip
irrigation is discursively linked to its high costs. While sound cost benefit analysis is beyond
the scope of this research and hence not executed, it seems remarkable that the costs of
material components to pursue more efficient irrigation and enhance water control currently
form an impassable obstacle. Although I thus lack an empirical basis from which to conclude
whether sugarcane can profitably be cultivated using riego por goteo, it seems that the
reluctance of irrigators and management alike to switch to this type of technology is at least
partly grounded in a particular understanding of how cane should be cultivated and irrigated.
That is, more based a ‘culture of water use’ than scientifically grounded knowledge. Also, it
could be suggested that this is yet another illustration of the privileged position of the
irrigating farmers in this valley. They do receive government support for the introduction of
measures that enhance their production and make irrigation easier for them, but on the
other hand there is very little pressure on them to switch to water saving technologies of
which they do not seem to see advantages.

5.4 Measuring water use
Meters along the main canals
Both main canals are equipped with instruments that measure the discharge that flows into
them (medidores de flujo). The devices are situated about a hundred meter from the canals’
intakes. The CNA manager of operation attains the information they provide. The WUA
does not have access to the information and the operational manager and the canaleros do
not use it to determine the amount of discharge. Rather, they measure the quantities of water
that flow into the canal network from the water levels they observe. The information that is
presented to the delegados in the monthly WUA meeting does not specify that water use on
either of the banks. Rather, the sheets provide a picture of the overall water use of the system.
That is, it only shows the quantity of water that is taken into the system on a monthly basis.
Also the CNA manager of operation can only provide me with the discharges that flow into
the whole scheme.
Meters in the Lineas
The scheme’s laterals and lower level canals are operated by means of hand wheel gates and
do not have any measurement equipment attributed to them. Some of them have been
replaced by ‘neyrpic’ modules [picture] that were designed to enable visible control of the
flow entering the canal. Yet in practice it is hard to tell the actual amount of water entering
through the modules as they require stable water levels that are very hard to establish as the
canaleros and manager of operation explain.
The tubería lineas have all been equipped with measuring devices in order to establish the
quantities of water flowing into them. However, as I observed when I joined the canaleros in
their daily job, none of them functioned. The operational manager (Ramon), who at first
told them to report the discharge measurements on a monthly basis was aware of this fact.
He explained that both types of meters that they have installed fail. The waste that enters the
tube obstructs the propeller meters, with which they initially equipped the lineas. As a result,
the water flow is hindered from properly entering the tube. The second device they installed
was an electrical sensor that was to gauge the flow. However, the batteries that supply
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electricity to the device were stolen frequently 71. Replacing them was a costly affair since
they cost about 1,700 Euro. The flow meters were installed because of CNA regulation, yet
Ramon thought that they need something more practical to account for water flows in the
scheme. He reasoned that they ought to install meters at plot level (one for every hydrante)
rather than at the level of secondary canals. In that way they could check the actual water
flow that is used per farmer, a feature the other method does not offer. However, he added,
up to now these tools have been too costly to be included in the designs. They cost about
280 Euro per piece72. Moreover, the fact that water has always been cheap and abundant in
this valley makes him doubt the willingness the users to adopt these measurements.
The tubería projects that have recently been designed do not have any measurement devises
in their layout. Ramon discussed the matter with a manager from the CNA in El Grullo and
they agreed on the fact that the measuring devices as previously installed only costs money
without delivering results. The CNA in Guadalajara, who revises the projects before granting
their share of the cost contribution, did not point out the difference in the plans as yet. Still,
he is confident that they will agree with him in this matter.
In the monthly WUA meeting in May 2009, when the water use of the previous month was
being discussed, the head of the CNA El Grullo stated that the difference between the
planned water use (drawn up at the start of the irrigation season) and the current actual use
up to May, which became apparent from the datasheets presented to the delegados, was a
reflection of the savings generated by the tubería. This is remarkable for two reasons. First,
the planning for water use during the irrigation season is drawn up by looking at the previous
years in which there was already tubería installed. Secondly, the actual water savings cannot
satisfactorily be correlated to whichever cause for the usage of less water. The savings may
arguably be a result of the increased levelling of the plots, possible differences in evapotranspiration or precipitation compared to other years on which the planning is based.
Interestingly, a perceived drop in water use is accounted for by referring to the tubería
projects without a sound basis in calculation from which this conclusion can be justified.
This logic seems to confirm a pre-existing believe in the workings of a (technological)
intervention that render it successful in term of the ‘water saving discourse’. A similar
dynamic has been observed by Rap (2006:1308), who notices that the measures of the IMT
policy package are ‘innocent until proven guilty’.
Actually performing calculations to show the effect of tubería and its expected reduced
conveyance losses is currently impossible as the meters that should be used to provide data
for the calculation did not function. When Van der Zaag (1992) conducted his research in
the valley, the irrigation district employed ‘aforadores’; personnel who measured the
discharges in the canals and reported their findings to the district’s management. These
aforadores are no longer at work with neither the WUA nor the CNA. Unfortunately it has
not become clear when this particular practice of measuring the flows had been abolished.
Yet the absence of both human and non-human measurements systems suggest that there is
71

Unfortunately, I was not able to track who would have done this. It could be suggested that the water users that receive
water in the particular section had reason to do it, as they may not want their water use to be monitored. Yet, it seems more
likely that the same people that are responsible for stealing (other) private property in the agricultural area stole it,
something that was frequently reported.
72
This would raise the total costs of the tubería project from 680 Euro to 956 Euro per hectare. This entails a 41% rise in
costs of which a farmer would have to contribute 103 Euro per hectare if the costs are covered in the regular fashion. This
would raise the costs for farmers to a total of 353 Euro per hectare.
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little interest in actually establishing indicators on which strategies for water saving could be
based.
Trying to assess the virtues of modernisation for more crop per
drop
Canaleros said that much less water is going through canals nowadays compared to four
years ago (when the command area of the right bank was virtually equal). Chico estimates
that while there is currently 4,5 m3/s flowing into the right bank canal, this used to be about
7 m3/s. He explained that this is a result not only of the tubería. Also the levelling of the plots
has contributed to these savings. As indicated before, it was beyond the scope of this study to
investigate the actual water use at the various levels of the system by means of water
measurements and modelling. Therefore, this analysis is constrained by the amount and
quality of the data provided by the CNA and the WUA in the valley, which, to my
knowledge, is the only data available on the subject. As I compared this data with the
account of the canalero it is striking to notice that the picture he draws up is not resembled in
the data provided by the managers of operation of the WUA and the CNA73. From this
information it could be concluded that the water taken into the irrigation system per hectare
only slightly diminished over the last decade (see Annex V, figure V.i.). Moreover, it is
virtually impossible to link the introduction of tubería and this decrease in water use per
hectare. As for the rise in crop per drop, the data provided by the CNA do not show a
significant increase of biomass in ton per hectare (e.g. the average sugarcane production was
100 ton/ha in the 1996/7 season while it was 102,5 ton/ ha in 2006/7) (CNA 2009b).

5.5 Conclusion
This chapter aimed to find out how the idea and instruments of irrigation modernisation
have trickled down in the operation of the irrigation scheme; an irrigation scheme in which
the widely held opinion prevails that water is abundant. It examined the particular
modernisation efforts that have been introduced to the area and the manner in which water
use is accounted for. Furthermore, it investigated the roles that various actors play and have
played in the initiation and development of modernisation projects.
From the case that is described above, it becomes clear that officials from the Mexican
hydraulic bureaucracy (CNA) adhere to a policy line that advocate the modernisation of the
irrigation infrastructural network in order to achieve the production of more crop per drop
(CNA 2007). The instruments that have been introduced to this end are the tubería projects,
the fertirrigation programme and the levelling of plots. The tubería projects have been
handed over and incorporated by the WUA who now aim to have 85% of the irrigated area
supplied through a system of pipes from the secondary level of the canals onwards.
With respect to the modernisation objectives of the CNA it could be concluded that there is
little reason to believe that the amount of biomass produced per quantity of water applied
has increased. Yet there is a striking consensus among CNA and WUA managers alike that
73

I asked the canalero about this issue more than once and it seems unlikely that there was a misunderstanding about what
he stated. It could be concluded that the discourse about the success of the modernisation for saving water is that strong
that it enables the canalero to imagine a linear drop in discharge through the canal that did not occur according to the data
provided by the WUA and the CNA. However, this is a very strong statement. It certainly calls for investigating the actual
water uses throughout the system and the accuracy of the canaleros establishing the discharge in the canals.
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the introduction of the tubería reduces the water use in the area. No solid evidence was
provided to back up this publicly made claim. This points at a strong believe in technological
solutions for improving water efficiency on the side of the CNA and the WUA. The
irrigators, on the other hand, do not question the water saving promise of the newly
introduced technology, as they are mainly interested in the possibility of reducing their
workload that the tubería offers. With respect to the WUA, it was shown that the WUA
board members have appropriated the projects to contribute to establishing an image of
themselves as service providers that invest in the prospering and progress of the irrigation
system. That the board is more interested in the institutional benefits of the projects rather
than water saving could be suggested from the fact that it turned down the proposal to link
reduced water fees to the modernisation projects, which hold the promise of saving water.
With respect to accounting for water use it was observed that the human element has been
reduced (aforadores have been abolished). It has been tried instead to introduce volumetric
water control through the installation of gauges at the start of the tubería lineas. Since the
latter have failed to become a tool for water measurement, it could be suggested that there is
little insight for the management of the district (WUA and CNA managers) into actual water
use in different parts of the system, let alone water savings.
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Photo 17 A hydrante that is not properly closed and spills water.

Photo 19 A ranke on top of a hydrante from which the water flow into the mulicompuerta
tube can be regulated.
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Photo 18 A canalero looking at a ‘neyrpic’ module for water distribution.
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6 Conclusio n
This thesis contributes to a diachronical study that shows how modernisation and extension
interventions in irrigated agriculture, rather than saving water and increasing agricultural
production, mediate ongoing socio-political and institutional power struggles in Western
Mexico. It also demonstrates that modernisation of irrigation infrastructure does not
necessarily lead to a reduced importance of lower level field personnel (canaleros) who
continue to play a pivotal role in patterning operational arrangements for water distribution.
Below, these conclusions are elaborated.

6.1 Continuity a nd cha nge in operati onal arra ngements
and power struggles
This research reveals strong continuities in the reproduction of water resources
arrangements (flows of power and resources mediated through actor networks) on two
levels. Firstly, it demonstrates that despite the introduction of modernisation projects that
aim to ‘technify’ water conveyance and distribution, there is a remarkable continuity in the
praxis of the canalero. Moreover, this pivotal role and significance in operational
arrangements for water distribution at canal and field level (see Van der Zaag, 1992) has not
been altered. Some features of the new introduced operational arrangements (pressurized
flows in piped systems, reduced visibility of water flows, higher sensitivity to blockage, new
maintenance requirements) do produce new grounds for the contestation of his professional
competence from which he derives an important share of his authority. It was observed that
the canalero aims to re-establish this authority through his organising practices in order to be
able to exert control over the patterning of the operational arrangement of water
distribution. A contribution to the analysis of Van der Zaag (1992) and Rap (2004) is that
besides water distribution, fee administration and information sharing, the mediation of
conflict between users is another important aspect of the canalero’s praxis.
Secondly, there is a striking continuity in reproduction of power relations at organisational,
institutional and political level (WUA, sugarcane producers’ organisations, party politics)
(cf. Van der Zaag, 1992 and Rap, 1993). The same or similar power groups populate and
reproduce themselves through the flows of power and resources around an irrigation
scheme. Further, the appropriation of modernisation and extension projects play an
important role in the reproduction of these power struggles, which aim for control over
resources allocation in the valley and beyond.

6.2 Appropriati on of modernisation i ntervention
projects
Irrigation modernisation in a situation of water abundance shows that such projects are just
as much about a claim on water and other resources than necessarily about actually saving
water. Nevertheless, modernisation projects introduced to the valley have been proclaimed a
success in terms of water savings without basis in actual measurements and calculation74.
74

The fact that this study did not conduct any measurements does not make the argument invalid that the tuberia are
proclaimed a success without basis in measuring or calculation. It does point at an interesting area for further research to
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The instruments that are generally advocated to achieve ‘more crop per drop’ are the
reduction of conveyance losses, volumetric water control and water pricing (Plusquellec et
al., 1994). The interventions that have been introduced to the valley aim to realise the first
two. The study showed that water pricing measures have not been put into place and
volumetric water control has arguably been reduced by replacing the aforadores with gauges
that failed to produce results in terms of water control and measurement for the CNA and
even more so for WUA. Hence, it could be argued that there is a limited insight into the
effect of the modernisation projects on conveyance losses and water use.
While this points to a strong engineering belief in technological solutions for achieving a
more efficient water use, it also suggests that there are other interests at play in these
projects. The chapter on modernisation showed that the projects serve a certain power
fraction that finds its basis in the CNC and presently controls the WUA board. This group
aims to demonstrate that under their leadership there has been investments and progress in
the irrigation scheme. The modernisation projects visualize their achievement to the users
and their delegates (of which the majority are cañeros). The significance of publicly
demonstrating these investments to the electorate (delegados, users) also lies in the
possibility it offers for defending themselves against prevailing rumours about corruption. By
appropriating these projects they find a way to demonstrate that WUA money is well spent
and accuse former boards (of rival power fractions) of corruption.

6.3 Orga nising prac tices and power struggles around
extension projec ts
The study shows that the hydraulic boundaries and jurisdiction of a WUA are contested and
changing. The extension projects have been initiated as a result of overlapping interests of
farmer-entrepreneurs, the CNA and various politicians and contest the control of the WUA
over the hydraulic boundaries of the irrigation scheme. These interests ran against that of a
local actor group that controls the valleys sugarcane production and tried to achieve control
over water through advocating a new dam. The development of bombeo (pump) schemes
instead of this dam suggest that the federal CNA is firmly in control over the design choices
made for extending the irrigated area75. They did so by taking over the design of the schemes
and through the execution of feasibility studies. Apparently, they have monopolized the
expertise on these matters as for instance the WUA board is fully dependent on their
‘technical’ judgements. Conversely, money to fund the projects has been arranged via a
‘political route’. This has enabled the start of the construction of the ‘Autlan’ project without
the formal approval of federal-level CNA or the WUA.
Interestingly, the initiation of the extensions has seen little involvement of the WUA other
than its hindrance. It was demonstrated that the WUA fears for partial loss of their right to
water from the dams (hydraulic concession) to a new group. This fear may be justified as the
leaders of the Autlan equipo view themselves as a new type of water user and therefore aim to
unravel how modernisation projects actually alter water use. Also, the measurements could be contrasted to the
understanding and praxis of water distribution of the canaleros.
75

It would be interesting to investigate the involvement of consultancy firms that the CNA hires to draw up
irrigation designs and conduct feasibility studies. It has been suggested that these firms employ former CNA
staff. This suggests that the expertise of the CNA itself is limited which could mediate various other interests to
blend with irrigation development.
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manage their irrigation independent from the existing WUA. As a result, the WUA would
lose an important part of their fee recovery as much of the land in the Autlan area is already
irrigated by means of private bombeo schemes that fall under the WUA’s jurisdiction. Also,
they fear the direct consequences (flooding, tail end problems) that may result from the
projects. In response, the WUA board seeks to control the management of the extensions.
Moreover, as was demonstrated, the CNC leaders managed to appropriate land eligible for
cane production through their control over the WUA.
With respect to the operational arrangements for water distribution in the equipos de bombeo,
it was demonstrated that these water networks are highly dependent on an erratic electrical
supply. Scarcity and relative high costs of electricity have patterned water distribution
arrangements as it was observed that the equipo’s manager utilizes it to achieve a better
volumetric control over the water resource trough making installation of volumetric meters
obligatory for newcomers76. This trend forms a striking contrast with the arrangements in
the gravity-fed part of the irrigation scheme in which volumetric water control fails. This
could be explained because of its independence from the electricity network and the widely
held view that in this scheme, water is an abundant resource, which reproduces a particular
culture of water use that so far has prevented the installation of further ‘water saving’
measures (drip irrigation and volumetric control at plot level). While extensions threaten the
hydraulic concession of the WUA and its users, they have also been used to secure a claim on
both dams’ water against the interests of a neighbouring state (Colima). This suggests that at
a system level, a claim to water is more important than actual water savings.

6.4 Recommendati ons
Studying the modernisation and extension interventions from a historical perspective
proved valuable as it revealed the ongoing struggles and negotiations over the development
and appropriation of the irrigation infrastructure. This shed light on the manner in and the
extent to which various actor-groups, by connecting with irrigation actor-networks, have
managed to establish control over irrigation resources. It would be interesting for further
investigations to try to establish relations between the modernisation interventions (tubería,
riego por goteo, and medidores de flujo at plot level) and the actual water use and agricultural
production in the irrigation scheme. Measuring and modelling of water flows at different
levels of the scheme and crop water requirements could furthermore be contrasted with the
canalero’s practices to see to which extent he manages to ‘internalise’ the irrigation
infrastructure as Van der Zaag (1992) suggests. This could also serve to establish the relation
between a particular ‘culture of water use’ among cañeros and WUA personnel and actual
crop water requirements. On a more theoretical level, it would be interesting to contrast the
findings and conclusions of this thesis to broader (scientific) debates on water scarcity and
agricultural productivity (e.g. Molden, 2007) and the management and development of
water resources.

76

It could be argued that this example demonstrates that when analysing ‘water networks’ it is important to leave open the
option that other resources may play a more important role in some aspects of its sustenance and reproduction of modes of
ordering (see also Rap 2004).
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8 ANNEXES
8.1 ANNEX I
Table I.i.

Zone
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Total

Surface, irrigated area and users per zone.
Surface
Irrigated surface
Number of users
Total surface (ha)
Ejidal
P.P.
Total irrigated (ha)
Ejidal
P.P.
Ejidal
P.P. Total users
1537,56
1103,56
434,00
1524,76
1093,78
430,98
264
43
307
2310,40
1256,93
1053,47
2297,72
1255,66
1042,06
261
100
361
1761,02
896,84
864,18
1714,88
882,99
831,89
179
88
267
2658,44
1358,31
1300,13
2647,12
1349,46
1297,66
252
98
350
2046,69
1231,82
814,87
2019,23
1225,47
793,76
286
65
351
3015,50
2533,11
482,39
2974,29
2501,88
472,41
518
44
562
1519,73
1318,92
200,81
1356,90
1187,73
169,17
213
13
226
14849,34
9699,49
5149,85
14534,90 9496,97
5037,93
1973 451
2424
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8.2 ANNEX II
Table II.i.
Function
President
Secretary
Treasurer
President
Secretary
Treasurer
President
Secretary
Treasurer
President
Secretary
Treasurer

WUA boards.
Name
Fransisco Raminez Villaseñor (died)
Jose Gonzales
Luis Rama Chavarín
Joel Rico Piña
Raul Pérez Rodrigues
Manuel Robles Norán
Maria del Rosario Diaz Rosas
Alvaro Cabrera Serna
Juan Ramón Figueroa Michel
Juan Jose Garcia
Manuel Corona Morales
Jesus Corrales

Affiliation
CNPR

Year of installation
1991

Years in office
4

CNC

1995

6

CNPR

2001

3

CNC

2004

6
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8.3 ANNEX III
Table III.i.
Crop/ Year
Maiz
Jitomate
Sorgo
Forrajes
Frutales
Hortalizas
Varios
Cana
Alfalfa
Agave
Arroz
Pepino

The WUA’s waterfees per hectare per crop in Mexican Pesos (M$), equivalent of 1/18 Euro, spring 2009).
2002/2003 2003/2004 2004/2005 2005/2006 2006/2007 2007/2008 2008/2009 2003-2009 Increase
M$468
M$500
M$565
M$622
M$622
M$622
M$650
28%
M$655
M$700
M$468
M$500
M$565
M$622
M$622
M$650
28%
M$468
M$500
M$660
M$726
M$726
M$726
M$750
38%
M$468
M$500
M$550
M$605
M$605
M$605
M$630
26%
M$546
M$600
M$660
M$726
M$726
M$726
M$750
27%
M$468
M$500
M$565
M$622
M$622
M$650
28%
M$580
M$620
M$685
M$750
M$750
M$750
M$775
25%
M$655
M$700
M$770
M$847
M$847
M$847
M$875
25%
M$468
M$500
M$605
M$630
26%
M$795
M$737
M$737
M$760
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Figure III.i The WUA’s waterfees.
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8.4 ANNEX IV
Table IV.i
Season
1997-1998
1998-1999
1999-2000
2000-2001
2001-2002
2002-2003
2003-2004
2004-2005
2005-2006
2006-2007
2007-2008
2008-2009

Irrigated area over the last decade (seasons 1997/8-2007/8) and the share of sugarcane cultivation.
area
area
relative planned relative actual Irrigated Area cane Percentage irrigated Relative growth
planned
irrigated
growth (%)
growth (%)
area cane (%)
cane (%)
10,290
10,314
8,159
79
11,325
10,197
9
-1
7,968
78
-2
11,255
10,474
-1
3
8,553
82
7
10,335
10,152
-9
-3
8,879
87
4
10,716
10,606
4
4
9,220
87
4
11,502
10,703
7
1
9,388
88
2
12,728
11,924
10
10
9,770
82
4
12,262
12,000
-4
1
10,093
84
3
12,141
11,337
-1
-6
9,491
84
-6
12,741
12,078
5
6
9,958
82
5
12,960
11,176
2
-8
9,496
85
-5
13,046
?
1
?
?
?
?
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Figure IV.i Irrigated area in the Autlán- El Grullo Valley and the rea cultivated with sugarcane.
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8.5 ANNEX V
Table V.i
Season
1990-1991
1991-1992
1992-1993
1993-1994
1994-1995
1995-1996
1996-1997
1997-1998
1998-1999
1999-2000
2000-2001
2001-2002
2002-2003
2003-2004
2004-2005
2005-2006
2006-2007
2007-2008
77

Data supporting the figures V.i to V.iv.
Water actually taken into Irrigated area (ha) Gross irrigation water use Rainfall
system (1,000 m3/year)
(1,000 m3/ha)
(mm/year)
77
114,356
?
?
121,308
?
?
106,355
?
?
177,426
?
?
189,722
?
?
200,482
?
?
202,495
?
?
211,618
10,314
20.5
228,226
10,197
22.4
228,854
10,474
21.8
164,457
10,152
16.2
147,370
10,606
13.9
161,101
10,703
15.1
170,548
11,924
14.3
210,471
12,000
17.5
219,111
11,337
19.3
169,835
12,078
14.1
203,448
11,176
18.2

Effective rainfall
(1,000 m3/ha)
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
751
664
671
637
550
812
666
802
509
909
790

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
5.3
4.6
4.7
4.5
3.8
5.7
4.7
5.6
3.6
6.4
5.5

Unfortunately, neither the CNA nor the WUA could provide me with data on the irrigated area before 1996.
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Figure V.i Irrigated Area in the Autlan- El Grullo valley over the last decade
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Figure V.ii Water taken into the Autlan- El Grullo valley irrigation system over the last decade
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Figure V.iii Water taken into the Autlan- El Grullo valley irrigation system over the last decade per hectare.
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Figure V.iv Effective rainfall in the Autlan- El Grullo valley irrigation system over the last decade per hectare.
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